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Abstract

This report describes the final state of the research performed as a part of the Cy-
berShip project. In particular it details the results of its Work Package #5, this is, the
application of methods and measures identified in work packages 3 and 4 to case stud-
ies. This report therefore closes the research process that was scoped for the project.

Additionally, this project report updates the information presented in previous Work
Package reports, updating the performance measures and Cybership model (Work Pack-
age #2), the methods and measures for the prevention of cyber-attacks in shipping (Work
Package #3), and the methods and measures for the reaction to cyber-attacks in shipping
(Work Package #4). These are presented in the Appendix.

All the publications associated with this project are available at the DTU Orbit web
page for the CyberShip project. 1

1https://orbit.dtu.dk/en/projects/cyber-resilience-for-the-shipping-industry-cybership
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1 Introduction

1.1 Virtues and problems of Cyber-ships

International entities such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO) have had mar-
itime security and safety as one of their the main objectives, reflected through different
norms and measures that have been issued, such as The International Safety Management
Code (ISM) and International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS). These aim to en-
sure safety in the operation of ships and harbours, and the working environment including
personnel on board vessels and on shore.

These codes focus on risk identification, accident prevention and emergency situations
in order to help shipping operations to prevent hazardous situations with significant conse-
quences such as loss of life at sea or environmental disaster. However, the prevalence and
increasing use of ICT in shipping operations reveals that security concerns in this industry
are not limited to the physical sources of potential crises. Historically, the physical isolation
of a ship once it left the port validated the assumption that any potential risks would only
be a matter of human error or mechanical failure.

ICT has changed this paradigm. With the introduction of interconnected infrastructure
that enables communication with onshore facilities, the shipping industry entered a new,
increasingly promising, but also highly risky digital era. Digitalization has transformed
the shipping industry by including digital information collected throughout the physical
voyage in the decision making process.

Higher IT automation and integration with cyber-technologies in shipping also is result-
ing in new risks. Advanced shipping systems are not secure in the same way as traditional
shipping operations were, since cyber risks differ from traditional risks in at least 7 dimen-
sions, as indicated in Table 1 (based on [Sepúlveda Estay, 2017a]):

It is therefore becoming increasingly clear that the abilities to avoid and detect cyber-
attacks (cyber-security) and to react efficiently once cyber-attacks have been detected (cyber-
resilience) have become critical for the success of smart shipping operations. IoT enabled
cyber-physical systems are regularly threatened by a broad range of potential cyber-attacks
coming from criminals, terrorists or hacktivists [He et al., 2016]. Cyber-attackers use any
available channel to exploit poorly-secured systems for different purposes, giving way to
threats like harassment, corporate espionage, extortion, stock market manipulation, or the
planning and carrying out of terrorist activities. In parallel, there is the risk that failing to
ensure continuous IT systems may also cause disruptions in operations [Järveläinen, 2013],
and consequent challenges for mission assurance of the enterprise [Bodeau et al., 2010].
Rand has estimated that the global cost of cyber-crime can range from US$799 billion to
over US$2 trillion[Dreyer et al., 2018] and, as recent examples like the Wannacry and Petya
viruses have shown, effects include not only disruption of industrial operations, but also
lives put at risk.

The modern shipping industry thus faces cyber-risks associated with their own data and
control systems, and also to their supply chains [He et al., 2016], as processes connected
both with suppliers and customers through the internet form part of a shared network.
As a result, cyber-attackers access and impact actors sharing a common network and gain-
ing access to IT systems through the weakest link in the supply network [He et al., 2016],
[Khan and Sepulveda Estay, 2015].

Considering their effects and the urgency of a problem that is continuing to unfold, it is
sensible to ask how should risks derived from the use of IT systems be managed in shipping
operations to increase detection and reaction to cyber-attacks.

ICT has been adopted in many operational systems in ships, allowing for greater sensing
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Figure 1: Dimensions where traditional and cyber-risks differ for shipping
operations[Sepúlveda Estay, 2017a]

and analysis of operational data that results in better operation and remote, networked
control. This connectivity has also led, however, to a greater vulnerability in these systems
resulting in higher degrees of uncertainty due to the lack of understanding of the exposure
of shipping operations to cyber-risks.

This opens the opportunity for researchers to focus on the security properties in the ship-
ping industry to understand, for example, how security breaches within ship’s technologies
will result in a variety of harmful impacts on ship operation and its crew members. This
hopefully can highlight requirements for system design that will prevent cyber attacks or
help cyber-ships react better to cyber-attacks once these are taking place.

According to the BIMCO survey as presented in the Figure 2, respondents suggest that
most vulnerable systems are Positioning system, ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Infor-
mation System), and Engine control, and monitoring. This maritime cyber security survey
on 22 July 2016. As indicated by The survey, which ran for four weeks, was promoted on
social media and via email. More than 300 industry players responded. Of the 300 respon-
dents, 65 had been a victim of a cyber attack.

This information is a reflection of the need for improved knowledge about the shipping
systems and their vulnerability to cyber-attacks, and this project is a contribution towards
obtaining improved insights for better decision making.
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Figure 2: Ship borne systems are most vulnerable to cyber attacks ["IHS Fairplay", 2016]

1.2 The CyberShip Project

The CyberShip project, "Cyber resilience for the shipping industry", is a project financed by
the Danish Maritime Fund (DMF) and Orients Fund, for 33 months from September 2017 to
June 2020, and it is aimed at proposing a theoretical framework to aid the decision making
process for preventing and reacting to cyber-attacks in the shipping industry. The unit of
analysis is a CyberShip operation system, this is, a ship composed of elements connected
through Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), including humans interact-
ing with the ICT, the connections existing between these elements and the policies regarding
how these connections result in a decisions.

This project is divided into six work packages that are developed sequentially. These
work packages are:

• Work Package 1 (WP1): The first WP has the objective of achieving an adequate man-
agement of the CyberShip project, by coordinating technical activities and assuring
quality of results through activities such as the production of regular status reports,
and the creation the Advisory Committee.

• Work Package 2 (WP2): The second work package of the CyberShip project has two
main objectives. First, it defined a generic cyber ship model through the identification
of all systems, cyber components, and their communication requirements in a modern
commercial ship. The resulting model defined what is understood as the "attack sur-
face" of the ship. As such, a ship is seen as a system composed of several sub-systems
that have individual and independent characteristics. Such a CyberShip model thus
consist of all systems and cyber components in a ship, their capabilities for computa-
tion and interaction with the environment, and the interactions between components
in a modern ship. Second, WP2 defined a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
to measure the degree of cyber resilience performance of any ship system under in-
vestigation. These KPIs are qualitative and quantitative measures of the ship system’s
resilience towards cyber attacks. These indicators come from areas such as risk of
cyber attacks, degree of resource redundancy, response and recovery times, and im-
plementation costs.The results for WP#2 were presented in a report in April 2018, and
this final report adds to the information presented with further research results. This
can be seen in Appendix E.

• Work Package 3 (WP3): The third WP has the objective of defining cyber attack preven-
tion measures and tools at a strategic (design) level. The proposal of these measures is
developed from an analysis of the CyberShip structure and the relationships that exist
between these structures, particularly related to the way in which these relationships
can lead to disruptions in the expected operation of the system. These results were pre-
sented in the CyberShip report for WP3 and WP4 [Sahay and Sepúlveda Estay, 2018b],
and a summary of the results for this part of the project are contained in Appendix A.
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• Work Package 4 (WP4): The fourth WP has the objective of defining cyber attack re-
sponse and recovery measures and tools if and once the cyber attack occurs. The
proposal of these measures is developed from an analysis of a simplified CyberShip
structure and the use of Software-defined networking to detect cyber attacks and trig-
ger appropriate procedures when an attack is likely. These results were presented in
the CyberShip report for WP3 and WP4 [Sahay and Sepúlveda Estay, 2018b], and a
summary of the results for this part of the project are contained in Appendix B.

• Work Package 5 (WP5): Evaluation and application to specific case studies, to define
and evaluate the case studies, and to propose recommendations for the shipping in-
dustry and regulators. This is the content of this report.

• Work Package 6 (WP6): The sixth WP has the objective of disseminating the project
and its results and of linking colleagues and stakeholders with the project, its find-
ings and its proposals. The dissemination that has resulted so far from this work,
includes 11 publications and 19 presentations of this project, detail that is presented in
Appendix F.
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2 Related work

The research into ship security is still in its early stage and much work focus on identifying
potential threats and vulnerabilities [IMO, 2017a, BIMCO, 2017, Deloitte, 2017].

These reports highlight the risks that result from the use of ICT to critical systems in
ships. In particular, BIMCO guidelines draw special attention to the different types of cy-
ber attacks affecting the ships and exploiting the vulnerabilities in the critical components
[BIMCO, 2017].

These reports are fundamentally management guidelines on how to approach cyber-
security in the context of shipping, and as such can be used as an input for traditional
the cyber risk assessments. An example of the assessment of these vulnerabilities is the
examination of the importance of critical infrastructure on shipboard systems, as can be
found in [Bensing, 2009].

Moreover, these guidelines have established threats and vulnerabilities with the aim of
developing countermeasures to protect the system. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there are very few works dealing with the protection of the communication infrastructure
of ships to cyber attacks. Some of these proposals are mentioned next.

Babineau [Babineau et al., 2012] proposed the periodical diversion of communication
traffic between different switches in a network to protect the critical components of the
ship from cyber attacks. This proposal relies on the redundancy of the design of the ship’s
communication network to divert the traffic through different paths while forwarding it to
the destination. ABB a leading company in industrial automation proposed to place the
critical components of the ship in the core of the network that typically requires firewalls to
enter from outside [ABB, 2014].

Yunfei [Yunfei et al., 2015] and Chen [Yuanbao et al., 2015] have proposed architectural
solutions to protect the warship system from cyber attacks. Their mechanisms rely on stati-
cally deployed access controls, firewall and intrusion detection system (IDS) in the network
to mitigate the attacks.

Penera [Penera and Chasaki, 2015] identifies the packet scheduling attack on the ship-
board network controlled system for mitigation. However, it fails to explain how switches
can be configured in an automated way to mitigate the attacks dynamically.

The project CyberShip aims at proposing a framework to mitigate the attacks in an auto-
mated way to improve the resilience of the ship control system. A requirement is therefore
the need for a comprehensive literature review to gather information about frameworks for
cyber resilience that have been published in the scientific literature, included in this report
as Study 1.
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3 Case studies - Work Package 5 results

This section presents the results of the application of the methods mentioned in Work pack-
age #3 and #4 and the results of a comprehensive Literature Review about published Cyber
Resilience Frameworks. The methods were first presented in the Report for Work Package
#3 and Work Package #4 in 2018, and updates have been made to these reports. These up-
dates are presented in the Appendix A section 8 and Appendix B section 9 of this report.
Additionally, a review of existing cyber resilience frameworks applicable to cyber attacks,
and their applicability to shipping were also explored.

The following studies are shared in this section of the report:

1. The literature review of existing cyber resilience frameworks applicable to cyber at-
tacks in ships. This work as been reflected as a research paper, and it has been submit-
ted to a scientific journal.

2. The evaluation of the Wave Analogy Model for cyber resilience with respect to other
selected cyber resilience frameworks. This work has been reflected as a research paper
submitted to scientific conference.

3. The application of the Wave Analogy Model to Cyber attacks in shipping. This work
has been reflected as a research paper published as book chapter.

4. The Application of the Systemic Risk Analysis Framework to a Ship System Research
Published as book chapter.

5. The comparison of the Systemic Risk Analysis Framework with other industrial stan-
dards.
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3.1 Study 1 - Existing Cyber-resilience frameworks

Note: This subsection presents work that is reflected as a journal paper that is under review at a
scientific journal at the time of issuing of this report.

Despite efforts to better manage unexpected breakdowns, scientific literature highlights
the inadequacy of existing models for understanding and predicting breakdown in complex
systems [Hollnagel et al., 2006], resulting from a lack of tools for designing an adequate
system response that will avoid, or limit the consequences of, operational disruption.

This inadequacy is further expanded by the problem of cyber attacks, as breakdowns of
interconnected systems can be triggered from anywhere in the world with little to no trace-
ability, known as the problem of "intractability of digital attribution" [Rid and Buchanan, 2015].

Coherent and efficient future collaborative research can be aided greatly by understand-
ing the Cyber Resilience Frameworks (CRFs) that have already been proposed, through
aspects such as the types of attacks these frameworks address, the methods that these CRFs
use, the institutes and countries where these CRFs are investigated, and the proportion of
collaborative research being performed by country about CRFs, for example.

As a result, this part of the research presents the results of using a reproducible method to
gather and synthesise information about the cyber resilience frameworks ((CRF) that have
been proposed by the scientific community, in order to reveal the characteristics of pub-
lished CRF by providing answers to the following questions:

1. What types of attacks are addressed by CRFs proposed in literature?
2. Which methods do these proposed CRFs use?
3. Which countries and institutions have proposed CRFs?", and
4. Which research and industrial areas do existing CRFs cover?

Answers to these questions are expected to help identify the potential use of these frame-
works in the design cyber resilience in ships, and to facilitate the understanding about the
present CRF research landscape, promote cross-pollination between research approaches,
and provide ideas for potential research areas and industries including shipping, by high-
lighting potential networking between CRF research groups.

The methodology followed for this part of the research is a structured literature review
process (SLR) as per the process outlined in Figure 3. The methodology is detailed in Ap-
pendix C section 10 in this report.

The number of published articles about CRFs has increased exponentially, as shown in
Figure 4. The main journals where these CRFs have been published are shown in Table 1.

Most journals in the sample have published only one or two articles about CRFs as can
be seen in Figure 5. This represents a highly disperse yet diverse publication landscape.
A notable exception is the journal IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, with ten publications
related to CRF.

The authors of these papers are also from diverse nationalities. Authors from 47 different
countries were represented in the sample. Figure 6 represents the proportion of the number
of collaborating countries found in the synthesis sample papers. Collaboration was deter-
mined by the number of distinct countries to which the paper authors have been registered.
Over 70% of papers represented in the sample, are the result of single authorship or national
collaboration, while close to 1% of the papers in the sample result of researchers in 4 coun-
tries collaborating, the highest number of distinct collaborating countries [Li et al., 2016].
[Lv et al., 2017].

Countries in the sample produced papers in collaboration with other countries, without
collaboration with other countries, or both. Tables 2 and 3 reflect the countries that were
predominantly collaborative and non-collaborative ordered by the number of papers from
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Figure 3: PRISMA set for the Systematic Literature Review

Figure 4: Number of articles published about CRF
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Table 1: Main journals that have published a CRF

Journal Num. of Publications
IEEE Transactions on Smart grid 10
Sensors 6
Future generation computer systems 6
Computers & Security 5
IEEE Systems Journal 4
IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics 4
IEEE Access 4
Journal of Defense modeling and simulation 4
International journal of cyber warfare and terrorism 4
International journal of critical infrastructure protection 4
Computers in industry 3
Security and communication networks 3
IEEE transactions on power systems 3
IEEE transactions on automatic control 3
International journal of security and its applications 3
Information sciences 3
IEEE transactions on systems man cybernetics - Systems 3
Other journals 136
Total publications 208

Figure 5: Frequency of CRF journal article publication

Figure 6: Number of distinct collaborating countries for papers in the synthesis sample
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Table 2: Number of authors in mainly non-collaborating country

Country Coll. Non-Coll. Total
USA 25 48 73
England 6 9 15
India 6 7 13
France 4 4 8
Japan 0 4 4
Ireland 1 2 3
Greece 1 2 3
Iran 1 2 3
Jordan 0 2 2
Thailand 1 1 2
Malaysia 0 2 2
North Ireland 0 1 1
Macedonia 0 1 1
Turkey 0 1 1
Romania 0 1 1
South Africa 0 1 1
Wales 0 1 1
Mexico 0 1 1

that country in the synthesis sample. For this analysis, if an article has been published
by scientists in two countries for example, it will appear once for each country. The total
number therefore reflects the number of distinct researchers that authored the papers in the
synthesis sample.

As shown in Table 2, USA is the country that has produced the most papers about cyber-
resilience framework with 73, with almost two-thirds of them authored by researchers asso-
ciated with institutions in the USA. As a result, USA is the country with the least proportion
of research collaboration in our sample. On the other hand, as seen from Table 3, Chinese
researchers have produced slightly more articles through international collaboration than
through research merely between Chinese researchers.

The country with the highest number of completely non-collaborating authors is Japan
(4 non-collaborating authors against zero collaborating authors), as per Table 2. On the other
hand the country with the highest number of completely collaborating authors is Israel, with
5 authors collaborating against zero with non collaborative publications, as per Table 3.

The network representation of the authors involved in the production of articles in the
synthesis sample is shown in Figure 7, through use of an undirected graph. The main pa-
rameters that describe this network are listed in Table 4.

A clustering analysis of this network of authors shows one big cluster around the US and
China, smaller peripheral clusters of European countries collaborating with south-east Asia,
and several countries that have not collaborated internationally, and appear as isolated islets
in a network representation. Notable examples of these lack of collaboration include Japan
with four CRF papers [Nower et al., 2014], [Li et al., 2014b], [Chakhchoukh and Ishii, 2014]
and [Tarao and Okamoto, 2016].

Figure 8 shows a measure of the efficiency in the article production process per country,
represented through the relationship between articles produced and citations per article.
The US is positioned as the country with both a high production of CRF articles and a
high number of average citations, followed closely by China, with Australia and England
following further behind.

The thematic analysis in this work categorizes the articles in the synthesis sample ac-
cording to characteristics of the frameworks these articles present and/or implement, as a
way of answering the research questions of this paper. The categorizations that have been
used for this analysis are:

• Resilience time frame and hierarchy category to which the frameworks belong,
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Table 3: Number of authors in mainly collaborating country

Country Coll. Non-Coll. Total
Peoples R China 22 21 43
Australia 7 6 13
Singapore 7 3 10
Canada 5 4 9
Germany 7 2 9
South Korea 4 3 7
Italy 5 2 7
Sweden 4 2 6
Saudi Arabia 3 2 5
Israel 5 0 5
Portugal 2 1 3
Denmark 3 0 0
Switzerland 2 1 3
Brazil 2 1 3
Taiwan 2 0 2
Luxembourg 2 0 2
Pakistan 2 0 2
Spain 2 0 2
Poland 1 0 1
Kazakhstan 1 0 1
Qatar 1 0 1
Netherlands 1 0 1
Norway 1 0 1
Ukraine 1 0 1
Austria 1 0 1
Hungary 1 0 1
U Arab Emirates 1 0 1
Ghana 1 0 1
Myanmar 1 0 1

Figure 7: Network representation of author collaborations
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Table 4: Basic network parameters

Measure Value
Number of Nodes 45
Number of Edges 116
Average Degree 5,156
Avg. Weighted Degree 136,356
Network Diameter [?] 4
Graph Density 0,117
Modularity [Blondel et al., 2008] 0,442
Number of Communities 12
Avg. Clustering Coef. 0,497
Avg. Path Length 2,341

Figure 8: Articles versus citations per country in the sample
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Figure 9: Papers in the synthesis sample according to the Wave Analogy for resilience

• The industrial area where the cyber resilience frameworks are applied,

• The types of attacks that each of these frameworks address,

• The methods used in these frameworks, and

• The countries and organizations (e.g., institutes, universities) where this research is
taking place.

A first categorization used corresponds to the resilience framework presented by Guerra
& Sepulveda Estay [Guerra and Sepulveda Estay, 2019], corresponding to the "Wave Analogy"
for resilience, explained in Appendix A section 8.1.3 in this report, which categorizes re-
silience frameworks along an event timeline which has a disruption event at its center,
with categories grouping frameworks lead to the disruption and categories grouping frame-
works that follow from the disruption, from operational to strategic.

The categorization proposed by Guerra & Sepulveda-Estay considers twelve categories
according to a dynamic and a hierarchical dimension. The dynamic dimension groups arti-
cles according to the time at which decisions can be made about resilience for each category,
either before, during, or after the disruption. The hierarchical dimension categorizes the
level at which the decisions are made about resilience, either at a strategic or at an opera-
tional level.

Figure 9 shows the number of articles in the synthesis sample for each of the Wave Anal-
ogy categories. One paper may have had more than one category, although in those cases
categories are normally hierarchically close to each other. The biggest share of the papers
in the sample are in the category of Pre-event Knowledge Management, and concerning
risk analysis, simulation and modeling. Examples of papers in the different Wave Analogy
categories are shown in Table 5. The category with most papers is the Pre-event Knowledge
Management followed by Security, Velocity, and Ability to Adapt.

The research areas represented in the synthesis sample papers are listed in Table 6, with
examples of papers for the main research areas and application areas found in the synthesis
sample.

Several of the papers in the synthesis sample indicated a specific cyber-attack. The
types of attacks that have been addressed in the papers in the synthesis sample are pre-
sented in Table 7.

The attack type that is mentioned the most in the papers in the sample are are the False
Data Injection Attacks (FDIA), followed by the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS).
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Table 5: CRF examples from synthesis sample for every Wave Analogy Category

Wave Analogy Category Example papers
Compliance [Srinivas et al., 2019]

[Porcedda, 2018] [Ruan, 2017]
Situational Awareness [Shakibazad, 2019]

[Yadegar et al., 2019]
[Paradise et al., 2017]
[Raulerson et al., 2015]
[Cardoza and Wagh, 2017]

Governance [Irwin and Dawson, 2019]
[Januário et al., 2019]
[Abraham and Nair, 2018]
[Zhang et al., 2017]
[Kumar et al., 2014]
[Hathaway et al., 2012]
[Le and Hoang, 2017]

Pre-event Knowledge Management [Shakibazad, 2019]
[Noor et al., 2019]
[Rodofile et al., 2019]
[Tam and Jones, 2019]
[Baig and Zeadally, 2019]
[Rongrong et al., 2019]
[Park and Lee, 2019][Huang et al., 2018b]
[Moslemi et al., 2018]
[Al-Dabbagh et al., 2017]
[Su, 2018] [Wang et al., 2018a]
[Taormina et al., 2017]
[Awan et al., 2016]
[Agrafiotis et al., 2018]
[Hemanidhi and Chimmanee, 2017]
[Yunos et al., 2015]
[Ashtiani and Abdollahi Azgomi, 2014]

Security [Kim et al., 2019]
[Ju et al., 2019] [Lei et al., 2019]
[Adamsky et al., 2018]
[Alsaleh et al., 2017]
[Chittister and Haimes, 2011]
[Agnarsson et al., 2016]
[Chen et al., 2018]
[Ashok et al., 2017]

Visibility [Chakhchoukh and Ishii, 2014]
[Rege, 2014] [Pasqualetti et al., ]
[Spyridopoulos et al., 2013]
[Canepa and Claudel, 2013]

Velocity [Barenji et al., 2019]
[Peng et al., 2019]
[Al-Gburi and Mohd Ariff, 2019]
[Comert et al., 2018]
[Bretas et al., 2019]

Ability to Adapt [Babiceanu and Seker, 2019]
[Bretas et al., 2019]
[Wu et al., 2018]
[Haque et al., 2018]
[Yong et al., 2018]
[Mo and Sansavini, 2017]

Recovery Management [Barreto and Costa, 2019]
[Wagner et al., 2017]
[Khan and Sepulveda Estay, 2015]
[Davis, 2015]

Market Position and Finance No papers found in sample
Post-event Knowledge Management [Chhabra et al., 2018]

[Akhmetov et al., 2018]
[Chejerla and Madria, 2017]
[Nower et al., 2014]
[Katos and Bednar, 2008]

Social Capital [Paradise et al., 2017]
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Table 6: CRF examples from synthesis sample for research and application areas

Research Areas Application Areas
Computer Science Cloud Technology [Le and Hoang, 2017]

[Chejerla and Madria, 2017]
Cyber attack outsourcing [Huang et al., 2018a]
Manufacturing [Li et al., 2019] [Babiceanu and Seker, 2019]
[Khalid et al., 2018]
Military Operations [Barreto and Costa, 2019]
[Hemanidhi and Chimmanee, 2017] [Denning, 2014]
[Tang et al., 2015] [Jaquire and von Solms, 2015]
[Mo and Sansavini, 2017] [Chen, 2016]
[Atoum and Otoom, 2017] [Wagner et al., 2017]
[Raulerson et al., 2015] [Bergin, 2015]
[Hadji-Janev and Bogdanoski, 2017] [Alqahtani, 2015]
Networks [Spyridopoulos et al., 2013]
[Ashtiani and Abdollahi Azgomi, 2014] [Awan et al., 2016]
[Sun and Yang, 2018a] [Li et al., 2015] [Abraham and Nair, 2018]
[Rongrong et al., 2019]
Social Networks [Paradise et al., 2017]
Software Development [Tang et al., 2018]
Web-based platforms [Russo et al., 2019]
[Tarao and Okamoto, 2016]

Engineering Electrical Grids [Sahoo et al., 2018] [Beg et al., 2017]
[Tan et al., 2018]
Food Production [West, 2018]
Pharmaceutical [Barenji et al., 2019]
Nuclear Plants [Wang et al., 2018b] [Park and Lee, 2019]
[Lee and Lim, 2016]
Oil and Gas [Shakibazad, 2019]
Power Systems (Electrical) [Gao et al., 2016] [Farraj et al., 2015]
[Chakhchoukh and Ishii, 2014] [Hahn and Govindarasu, 2011]
[Wang et al., 2017a] [Al-Gburi and Mohd Ariff, 2019]
[Chung et al., 2019] [Jin et al., 2019] [Liang et al., 2019]
[Wu et al., 2018] [Taha et al., 2018] [Wang et al., 2017b]
[Lei et al., 2019] [Ashok et al., 2017] [Liu et al., 2013]
Smart Grid [Bretas et al., 2019] [Wang et al., 2018a]
[Sani et al., 2019] [Moslemi et al., 2018] [Xiang et al., 2018]
Water Distribution [Taormina et al., 2017]

Telecommunications Communication Network [Januário et al., 2019]
[Nower et al., 2014] [Canepa and Claudel, 2013]
[Foglietta et al., 2019]
Cyber Forensics [Chhabra et al., 2018]
Healthcare [Sharma et al., 2019]
Wireless Networks [Al-Dabbagh et al., 2017]
[Yuan and Xia, 2018] [Kim et al., 2019] [Li et al., 2014b]

Automation & Control Systems Adaptive Control [Yadegar et al., 2019]
Distributed Control [Peng et al., 2019]
General Control [Bezzaoucha et al., 2018]
[Chejerla and Madria, 2017] [Li et al., 2016] [Sun and Yang, 2019]
[Rodofile et al., 2019] [Adamsky et al., 2018]

Government & Law Critical Infrastructure [Baig and Zeadally, 2019]
[Chittister and Haimes, 2011] [Hadji-Janev and Bogdanoski, 2017]
Finance [Noor et al., 2019] [Irwin and Dawson, 2019]
Foreign Policy [Brown III, 2019]
Legal [Hathaway et al., 2012]
Regulation [Kumar et al., 2014] [Srinivas et al., 2019]
[Porcedda, 2018]

Business and Economics Economics [Ruan, 2017]
Insurance [Zhang et al., 2017] [Young et al., 2016]
Intellectual Property [Andrijcic and Horowitz, 2006]
Supply Chains [Khan and Sepulveda Estay, 2015] [Davis, 2015]

Public Administration Public Sector [Wirtz and Weyerer, 2017]
National Power Systems [Rege, 2014]
Critical Infrastructure [Chittister and Haimes, 2011]

Transport Autonomous Vehicles [Sheehan et al., 2019]
[Ratasich et al., 2019]
Shipping [Tam and Jones, 2019] [Sahay et al., 2019c]
Transportation Networks [Comert et al., 2018]
[Akhmetov et al., 2018]
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Table 7: CRF examples from synthesis sample for cyber attack types and application areas

Attack Type Application areas
Actuator Attacks Manufacturing [Li et al., 2019]

Adaptive Control [Yadegar et al., 2019]
Advanced Persistence Attacks Social Networks [Park and Lee, 2019]
Alter and Hide Power Systems (electrical) [Wang et al., 2017a]
Authentication & Availability Manufacturing [Khalid et al., 2018]
Black Hole & Grey Hole Healthcare [Sharma et al., 2019]
Deception Non-specific CPS [Li et al., 2018] [Rodofile et al., 2019]

Power Systems (electrical) [Chung et al., 2019]
Smart Grid [Bretas et al., 2019]
Switching [Liu et al., 2013]

Distributed Denial of Service General Control [Sun and Yang, 2019] [Wang and Xu, 2019]
(DDOS) Government Regulation [Srinivas et al., 2019]

Networks [Sun and Yang, 2018a] [Li et al., 2015]
[Spyridopoulos et al., 2013] [Sahay et al., 2019c]
Non-specific [Sun and Yang, 2018b]
Wireless Networks [Yuan and Xia, 2018]

False Data Injection Electrical Grids [Sahoo et al., 2018] [Tan et al., 2018]
[Beg et al., 2017]

(FDIA) Non-Specific CPS [Li and Yang, 2019] [Yong et al., 2018]
Power Systems (electrical) [Jin et al., 2019] [Liang et al., 2019]
[Wu et al., 2018] [Tan et al., 2018] [Taha et al., 2018]
[Wang et al., 2017b]
Smart Grid [Moslemi et al., 2018] [Xiang et al., 2018]

Ransomware Finance [Irwin and Dawson, 2019]
Replay Non-specific CPS [Chen et al., 2018]
Sensor-related Alterations [Li et al., 2018] [Su, 2018]
Spoofing Communication Networks [Canepa and Claudel, 2013]
Stealth Electrical Grids [Sahoo et al., 2018]
Zero-Day Power Systems (electrical) [Al-Gburi and Mohd Ariff, 2019]

Software Development [Tang et al., 2018]
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The cyber-resilience frameworks presented in the papers in the synthesis sample use a
number of different methods in the CFR’s that are proposed. Table 8 lists the methods that
have been found in the synthesis sample and the institutions that are using these meth-
ods, referencing example papers. The categorization structure is based on the main method
used for each paper in the sample. The number of methods used have been categorized as
either related to Algorithms, Game theory, Architecture, Optimization, Machine learning,
Statistical methods, Qualitative methods and Simulation. Machine learning and Optimiza-
tion were shown separately to be able to include sub-classes of these categories. The same
reasoning is applied for separating game theory from algorithms, for example.

The research institutions with the highest number of CRF-related paper publications in
the sample are headed by the University of Illinois in the US with 6 publications, followed
by Northeastern University located in China and the University of Wisconsin in the US with
5 publications each. The methods that present the highest number of references is General
risk Assessment, followed by Bayesian Networks and Machine Learning.

Table 8: CRF examples from synthesis sample for methods used and organizations using
them

General Method Specific Method Research Institution

Algorithms Attack graphs and attack trees Univ Warwick,UK[Lallie et al., 2018]

Attack resilient PNNL,US & Iowa state Univ,US & Argoinne Nar
Lab,US[Ashok et al., 2017]

Candidate in-variants Univ texas,US & Vanderbilt Univ,US[Beg et al., 2017]

Contradiction Methods Yangzhou Univ,CN & Brunel Univ,UK & King Adbulaziz
Univ,SA[Zhang et al., 2018]

Control based mitigation Univ Toronto,CA & TELUS Comun,CA[Farraj et al., 2015]

Cooperative Observer-based detection NUS,SG & IIT Dehli,IN & Aalborg,DK[Sahoo et al., 2018]

Doubly weighted trees George Mason Univ,US & US NAval Acad,US & Chiang Mai
Univ,TH[Agnarsson et al., 2016]

Dynamic State Estimator Univ Texas,US & Argonne Nat Lab,US & Purdue
Univ,US[Taha et al., 2018]

Dynamic Watermarking Texas A&M Univ,US[Huang et al., 2018b]

Efficient Data Recovery Japan Adv Inst Sci&Tech,JP[Nower et al., 2014]

Graph Theoretic characterization Univ California St Barbara,US[Pasqualetti et al., ]

Inference system synthesis Univ Hong-Kong,CN & Michigan Tech Univ,US & Waterfall
Secur Solut,IL[Wang et al., 2017a]

Kullback Leibler divergence Northeastern Univ,CN[Li and Yang, 2019]

Matrix decomposition & Factorization Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ,CN & Chinese Acad
Sci,CN & Xian Jiaotong Liverpool Univ,CN & Univ
Coll Eng,IN[Wang et al., 2018a]; Rensselaer Polytech
Inst,US & Exponent Inc.,US & New York Power
Author,US[Gao et al., 2016]

Real time traffic analysis Cardiff Univ,UK[Awan et al., 2016]

Software Defined Networking (SDN) Embry Riddle Aeron Univ,US[Babiceanu and Seker, 2019];
Tech Univ Danmark,DK[Sahay et al., 2019c]

Architecture Adaptive base corrective signal Amirkabir Univ Tech,IR & Qatar Univ,QA & Georgia Inst
Tech,US[Yadegar et al., 2019]

Artificial Immune server Kanagawa Inst Tech,JP[Tarao and Okamoto, 2016]

Co-design Daegu Gyeongbuk Inst Sci Tech,KR[Kim et al., 2019]

Discrete event triggered communication Lanzhou Univ Tech,US[Li et al., 2019]

Dist. Kalman Fusion Estimator City Univ Hong-Kong,CN & Nanyang Tech Univ,SG & Zhe-
jiang Univ Tech,CN[Chen et al., 2018]

Systems Design Carnagie Mellon Univ,US & Univ
Virginia,US[Chittister and Haimes, 2011]

Three-layered reference architecture Washington State Univ,US & MITRE Corp,US & Univ
Texas,US[Hahn and Govindarasu, 2011]

Variable structure system theory Commun Univ China,CN & Texas A&M Univ,US & Univ
Toronto,CA[Liu et al., 2013]

Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

General Method Specific Method Research Institution

Game Theory Bi-linear differential quality Caspian State Univ,KZ & European Univ,UA
[Akhmetov et al., 2018]

Nash Equilibrium Univ Sydney,AU & Univ New South
Wales,AU[Sani et al., 2019]; Hong-Kong Univ,CN & Zhe-
jiang Univ,CN & Univ. Newcastle,UK [Li et al., 2015]; Univ
Bristol, UK[Spyridopoulos et al., 2013]

Two-stage Min-Max ETH,CH & Univ Tech Sydney,AU[Mo and Sansavini, 2017]

Literature
Review

General Tech Univ Denmark,DK[Khan and Sepulveda Estay, 2015];
Univ Murcia,ES & Univ Aegean,GR[Nespoli et al., 2018];
Univ of Tech,MY[Yunos et al., 2015]

Regulation Jundal Global Univ,IN & Int Inst Infor-
mat Technol,IN[Srinivas et al., 2019]; Macquarie
Univ,AU[Irwin and Dawson, 2019]

Security Objectives Beijing Univ,CN[Lu et al., 2015]

Taxonomy & Propagation Univ Oxford,UK[Agrafiotis et al., 2018]

Machine General NUST,PK & Fontbonne Univ,US & IIUI,PK[Noor et al., 2019];
Zhengzhou Int Informat Sci & Tech,CN[Ju et al., 2019]; UTP
Univ Sci Technol,PL & Fern Univ,DE[Kozik et al., 2019];
Thapar Univ,IN[Chhabra et al., 2018]; Northeastern Univ,
CN[Sun and Yang, 2018b]

Learning Data Mining and Classification Univ Tun Hussein Onn,MY[Al-Gburi and Mohd Ariff, 2019]

Deep Learning Illinois State Univ, US & Univ Texas, US[Fang et al., 2019]

Robust Regression Takyo Inst Tech,JP[Chakhchoukh and Ishii, 2014]

Text Analysis - Nat. Lang. Proc. Christ Univ,IN[Cardoza and Wagh, 2017]

Maturity
Model

Cloud Based Univ Tech Sydney,AU[Le and Hoang, 2017]

Optimization Bi-level MILP Hunan Univ,CN & Illinois Inst Tech,US[Tan et al., 2018]; New
York Univ,USA[Zhang et al., 2017]

Markov chains - Dyn Prog Beijing Inst Tech,CN[Yuan and Xia, 2018]; Univ Wis-
consin,US & Univ Toledo,US & ATSEC Informat Secur
Corp,US[Xiang et al., 2018]

Min-Max Multi-obj Queen Mary Univ London,UK[Khouzani et al., 2019]

Parametric fb linearization Univ Toronto,CA[Farraj et al., 2015]

Semi-Definite Programming Univ Calif Berkeley,US & KTH Royal Inst Tech,SE
[Jin et al., 2019]

Stochastic model IBM Corp,US & Southern Method Univ,
US[Abraham and Nair, 2018]

Qualitative Rational Choice perspective Temple Univ,US[Rege, 2014]

Vulnerability detection Rangsit Univ,TH[Hemanidhi and Chimmanee, 2017]

Risk Assess. General Univ Roma,IT[Russo et al., 2019]; Univ
Plymouth,UK[Tam and Jones, 2019]; Deakin Univ,AU &
Univ Kentucky,US[Baig and Zeadally, 2019]; Chinese Acad
Sci,CN[Rongrong et al., 2019]; Univ Roma,IT & Univ Coim-
bra,IT & Israel Elect Corp Ltd, IL[Foglietta et al., 2019];
UNIST,KR[Park and Lee, 2019]; Air Force Inst Tech,US &
Appl Res Solut,US & LGS Innovat,US[Young et al., 2016];
DoD Nat Def Univ,US[Chen, 2016]

Economic Evaluation Univ Virginia,US[Andrijcic and Horowitz, 2006]

Satisfiability Module theory Univ North Carolina,US[Alsaleh et al., 2017]

Tallin Manual Korea Univ,KR[Lee and Lim, 2016]

Vulnerability Management Univ Luxembourg,LU & Itrust Consulting,LU & Roma
Tre Univ,IT & CRAT,IT & Univ Coimbra,IT & Leonardo
SpA,IT[Adamsky et al., 2018]

Interdependency Univ Newcastle,AU & Chinese Univ Hong-Kong,CN & China
Southern Power Grid,CN & Univ Sydney,AU & Chongquing
Univ,CN & Univ New South Wales,AU[Liang et al., 2019]

Simulation Agent-based system Hacettepe Univ,TR[Barenji et al., 2019]

Ad hoc on demand distance vector Jaypee Univ Inf Tech,IN & Vellore Inst Tech,IN & Soonchun-
hyang Univ,KR & La Trobe Univ,AU[Sharma et al., 2019]

Bayesian Max. Likelihood Est. Univ Georgia,US[Moslemi et al., 2018]

Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

General Method Specific Method Research Institution

Bayesian Networks Univ Limerick,IE[Sheehan et al., 2019]; George Mason
Univ,US[Barreto and Costa, 2019]; Benedict Coll,US
& Univ Illinois,US[Comert et al., 2018]; Missouri
Univ Sci Tech,US[Chejerla and Madria, 2017]; World
Islamic Sci Edic Univ,JO & Royal Jordanian Air
Forces,JO[Atoum and Otoom, 2017]

Block-chain Chinese Univ Hong-Kong,CN & Univ Sci Tech China,CN
& Univ Newcastle,AU & Univ Sydney,AU & Chongqing
Univ,CN & Elect Power Res Inst,US & Univ South
Wales,AU[Liang et al., 2019]

BMI Control Univ Luxembourg,LU & Univ
Lorraine,FR[Bezzaoucha et al., 2018]

Bounded sensor reading Nanyang Tech Univ,SG[Su, 2018]

Convex Optimization South China Univ Tech,CN[Wang and Xu, 2019]

Distributed Attack Iran Sci Univ Tech,IR[Ashtiani and Abdollahi Azgomi, 2014]

Hierarchical Modeling MIT,US[Wagner et al., 2017]

LiSM: Land in Sand Miner NEC Labs Amer,US & Univ Illinois,US & BBN
Tech,US[Tang et al., 2015]

Montecarlo Politech Milan,IT & Univ Paris,FR[Wang et al., 2018a]

Penetration Testing Malek Ashtar Univ Tech,IR & NIOPDC,IR[Shakibazad, 2019];
US Air Force,US[Raulerson et al., 2015]

Process Northeastern Univ,CN[Sun and Yang, 2018b]; Singapore
Univ Tech Design,SG & Optiwater,IL & Technion Is-
rael Inst Tech,IL[Taormina et al., 2017]; Shenandoah Res
Tech,US[Bergin, 2015]

Reliability Univ Idaho,US & Texas A&M Univ,US[Lei et al., 2019]

Robust predictive control Northeastern Univ,CN[Sun and Yang, 2019]

Stochastic methods Arizona State Univ,US & Penn State Univ,US & Swiss Fed inst
Tech,CH[Yong et al., 2018]; Jiangnan Univ,CN & Northeastern
Univ,CN[Li et al., 2018]

Swarming Based Cyber Defense Mil Acad Gen Mihailo Apostolski,MK[Hadji-Janev and Bogdanoski, 2017]

Traffic Flow - Lighthill-Whitham-
Richards

King Abdullah Univ Sci Tech,SA & Univ Califonia
Berkeley,US[Canepa and Claudel, 2013]

Statistical Honeypot Univ Texas,US & Illinois State Univ,US[Zhan et al., 2013]; Ben
gurion Univ,IL & Deutsch Telekom,DE & Bosch Ctr Artif
Intel,DE[Paradise et al., 2017]

Hypothesis Testing Univ Florida,US & Univ Sao Paulo,BR[Bretas et al., 2019]

Modeling Charles Darwin Univ,AU & Univ Melbourne,AU & Common-
wealth Bank,AU[Tang et al., 2018]

Strategy Attack Strategy Singapore Univ Tech Design,SG & Univ Oslo,NO & Nat Tsing
Hua Univ,TW & Nat Chiao Tung Univ,TW & Nat Sun Yat Sen
Univ,TW[Chung et al., 2019]

Criminal Law Yale Univ,US & Princeton Univ,US[Hathaway et al., 2012]

Critical infrastructure Regulation Univ Petr&En Studies,IN & Wipro tech,IN[Kumar et al., 2014]

Cyber-crime Univ Portsmouth,UK & Lund Univ,SE & Athabasca
Univ,CA[Katos and Bednar, 2008]

Hierarchical Contracts Nanyang Tech Univ,SG & Delta Elect,SG[Haque et al., 2018]

Regulation Instrument Comparison Univ Leeds,UK[Porcedda, 2018]

Two-pronged CUST,PK & Univ Bremen,DE & BIBA Bremer Int Prod,DE &
Bahria Univ,PK[Khalid et al., 2018]

Survey General Shanghai Univ,CN[Peng et al., 2019]; Univ
Hull,UK[Alqahtani, 2015]; MIT,US[Huang et al., 2018a]

3.2 Study 2 - Comparison of Wave Analogy Model to other Frameworks

Note: This subsection is based on the work performed by James Osborne, Master level student at the
Technical University of Denmark [Osborn, 2020].

Cyber Resilience Frameworks are being developed to meet the growing cyber threats
posed to organisations and governments, but frameworks differences in structures and
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methodologies give them variable applications. The Impact-Wave Analogy is a newly de-
veloped cyber resilience framework; how it compares to other resilience frameworks is
unknown. Cyber resilience frameworks are structured guidelines in which organisations
and governments can plan accordingly, to create defences and to create strategies for cyber
events.

Based on a SLR, five other cyber resilience frameworks were identified and compared
using two analyses. The first analysis aimed to understand the flexibility and adaptability
of the framework. The second identified how the frameworks compared to one another
based on statistical information about them, such as publications written citing them, im-
plementation in industry, and which stage of cyber resilience is addressed. The results from
this culminate in an evaluation and discussion to identify which frameworks met the stated
criteria and how the Impact-Wave Analogy compared in this analysis.

This work identifies three questions after comprehensive analysis, and a detailed evalu-
ation in relation to the chosen cyber resilience models:

1. Which Cyber Resilience Frameworks have been proposed in literature that can be
Compared with the Wave Analogy Framework?

2. How does the Wave Analogy Compare to other Cyber Resilience Frameworks and
Analogies?

3. Is the Wave Analogy Framework a capable Cyber-Resilience Model?

Five frameworks were chosen for comparison with the Wave Analogy Model, the AWaRE
framework, Byzantine Fault tolerant framework, the Human Behavior Resilience Frame-
work, the NIS Directive, and the NIST Framework.

Framework 1 - AWaRE (AWR)

The first framework selected for the comparison is called AWaRE and was first published
in 2018 at the International Conference on Engineering of Complex Computer Systems
(ICECCS). The introductory paper is titled “AWaRE – Towards Distributed Self-Management
for Resilient Cyber Systems” [Chhetri et al., 2018]. The paper defines AWaRE’s capabilities
as ”...the use of a conceptual, state-space-based design and reconstitution framework, combined with
run-time models and distributed constraint satisfaction/optimization techniques for decision-making
and coordination of system re-configurations” [Chhetri et al., 2018].

The AWaRE framework consists of five layers - Management, Knowledge, Interoperabil-
ity, Messaging and Storage.

1. The Management layer follows the MAPE-K reference model, which includes monitor-
ing, execution, performing constraint solving to detect inconsistencies from constraint-
solver agents, and self-manager agents used to bring system back to required state.

2. The knowledge layer, also follows the MAPE-K reference model, and it also includes two
self-representing, light-weight models: design-time and run-time.

3. The Interoperability layer is described as “Wrapper Facade pattern to provide a consistent
API facade that abstracts away the various middleware platforms.”

4. The Messaging and Storage layer contains middleware platforms for communication and
distributed storage [Chhetri et al., 2018].
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Framework 2 - Byzantine Fault Tolerant++ (BFT)

The next framework identified for this comparison is the Byzantine Fault Tolerant++
(BFT++), which was first published in 2019 by the Office of Naval Research, and was part
of a fault tolerance initiative to safeguard Cyber Physical Systems (CPS). BFT++ is a “cyber
resilient architecture that engineers the cyber components to be brittle against attack, which con-
sequently forces cyber-attacks and related disruptions to be short-lived and within tolerance of the
physical system’s inertia” [Mertoguno et al., 2019].

The base implementation of BFT++ uses triple redundancy, artificial software diversity
applied across the replicas, and delayed input sharing with the replicas designated as back-
ups. Additionally, the diversification transformations can employ FastCrash techniques to
increase cyber brittleness to attack and entice the crash signal to be generated as early as
possible.

Being a newly developed framework/ analogy, its use in industry is limited; although
“BFT++ has been implemented in a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testbed at the Naval Research Labo-
ratory (NRL) for a shipboard chilled water system” [Mertoguno et al., 2019].

Framework 3 - Human Behaviour Resilience (HRB)

The next cyber resilience strategy to be discussed is Human Behaviour Resilience (HBR).HBR
is described in the “Advances in Human Factors in Cybersecurity” journal which was most
recently updated in 2020. The HBR framework can be defined as a principal adopted by
industry which is implemented slowly into an organisation. Organisations core values
should encourage a culture where employees are all responsible to achieve an effective cy-
ber resilience by monitoring, responding, anticipating, and learning functions to maintain
resilience in cyber capabilities are vital for this model to be effective.

The cyber resiliency of an organization is in part determined by employees’ motiva-
tion, opportunity, and ability to perform the four generic resilience functions - monitor-
ing, responding, anticipating, and learning. This is having its own framework, with ability
and opportunity regulating the motivation, which together creates the employee behaviour
[Hughes, 2007]. For this to be achieved in the workforce, there must be a strong manage-
rial and leadership motivation to encourage an ethos of continual improvement and cyber
resilience [McCarthy and Milner, 2020].

This framework is completely dependent on the ability and participation of employees.
Employees can be capable and motivated to behave in a resilient manner, but when there is
no opportunity to do so within the organization these intentions remain in vain. However,
as a criterion for cyber resilience and alongside a technical defence it could be suggested this
is an opportunity for development and responsiveness which is more flexible and adaptable
than the other frameworks already described.

Framework 4 - NIS Directive (NIS)

The Network and Information Systems (NIS) Directive [Markopoulou et al., 2019] were
implemented by the European Parliament in 2016. The NIS Directive creates a “Coopera-
tion Group” to facilitate strategic cooperation and exchange of information; with this groups
work being centred around planning, steering, sharing information, best practices, and re-
porting. A key part of the NIS Directive involves greater cooperation and collaboration be-
tween all member states; this allows transparency and for all new threats and weaknesses
to be shared and fixed as one.

The NIS Directive achieves this by having all member organisation undertake strategies
to improve their cyber resilience. The NIS Factsheet states that each member state follows
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“Identification of measures on preparedness, response and recovery”, “Strategic objectives, priorities
and governance framework” and “Member States will designate one or more national competent au-
thorities for the NIS Directive, to monitor the application of the Directive”, as well as the creation
of a “Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs)”. These teams will be respon-
sible for responding to cyber incidents, but also their functions include “providing dynamic
risk and incident analysis and situational awareness”, “providing early warning, alerts, announce-
ments and dissemination of information to relevant stakeholders about risks and incidents”, and
“participating in the network of the national CSIRTs (CSIRTs network)”.

All member states of the EU were asked to “transpose” the standards into their critical
infrastructure, as well as laws by 2018. The NIS Directive [Markopoulou et al., 2019] is made
up of 27 articles, which defines its scope and clarifies its definitions. The legislation was
made to ensure all cyber infrastructure was adequately protected from cyber events.

However, this framework is dependent on each state’s interpretation of both the frame-
work and the need to for transparency and collaboration, whilst observing it is a national
strategy.

Framework 5 - NIST

The (NIST) (National Institute of Standards and Technology) SP 800 series, is a guideline
created by the United States government. NIST impacts organisations that interact with
Federal Government by storing, transmitting, processing, or protecting Controlled Unclas-
sified Information (CUI).

Contractual organisations have access to information such as “financial services. . . pro-
cessing security clearances. . . providing cloud services; and developing communications,
satellite, and weapons systems” (Ross et al. 2020). The series includes many of publications
(last count on 27/02/2020 was 185), which cover a broad array of cyber resilience systems
and risks. These include subjects such as developing security plans (800-18), conducting
risk assessments (800-30), and guides on contingency planning (800-34). The documents
have been created and updated since the series creation in 1990.

Results

Comparing the frameworks effectively started with how an identified tool can be in-
corporated into the framework. These tools, seen in Table 16, are split into proactive and
reactive resilience tools; five for each. For each tool and framework, it is determined how
well they would be able to be incorporated, and this is achieved via a scoring system, from
1 to 5; details of which can be found in Table 15 in the Appendix D.

This analysis was chosen because it can demonstrate desirable qualities about the frame-
works. If a tool can be effectively incorporated into the framework, it shows it is flexible,
as it has the ability to reconfigure itself in a resilience and security orientated manner, and
demonstrates the flexibility of what the framework can achieve defensively. Therefore, the
more tools the framework can incorporate into its structure, the more effective and well-
rounded it is.

If the framework can incorporate more proactive resilience tools, than reactive resilience
tools (based on higher scoring), then it would suggest the framework is more proactively
orientated, than re-actively. This could be important information for organisations looking
for frameworks which have these certain strengths.

The analysis undertaken was a comparative research method [Esser and Vliegenthart, 2017].
The comparison chosen heightens our awareness of other systems and understand their pat-
terns of thinking, enabling a critical contrast. As each tool is compared, you must look at
the features and characteristics of the frameworks to evaluate its compatibility.
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Figure 10: Table of scores attained in the first Analysis

Figure 11: Graphical representation of the scores attained in the first analysis
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Figure 12: Results of the second analysis

The use of scoring also gives us quantitative data of which can be used to create visual
representations of the comparisons, for further use in the evaluation and reflection of the
frameworks. The results from the first analysis can be seen in Figure 10 and were then
plotted, which can be seen in Figure 11. The detail of the score assignment is presented in
detail according to the Explanation Keys shown in Table 17 and the analysis detail shown
in section in Appendix D.

A second detailed analysis and comparison was performed to tabulate the characteristics
of each framework with one another. This is seen in Figure 12. This means, when observ-
ing these characteristics, you may see the strengths in some and weaknesses in other and
allowing the reader to determine which they deem to be a more important characteristics,
by giving them the unbiased, raw information.

The characteristics determined to be suitable for this analysis were predominantly from
the sources themselves. These included number of publications written about them, num-
ber of uses in industry, whether they had been tested or not, and if they were strategic or
operational based frameworks. What this does is present the main traits of each framework
and standard being compared in a user friendly way. The only characteristics not taken from
the source is which frameworks have emphasis on pre, during, or post resilience methods,
as this is to be taken from the results of the first analysis.

From the strengths identified for each characteristic, scores were given based on ranks.
For instance, the year of publication column, the oldest framework was given a 6 through
to the youngest which is given a 1, as it is believed the older frameworks would have had
longer to develop and improve over time, hence deserving higher scores. This was the case
for the latter columns. In the former columns, if they gain a tick, they gain one point.

All these were added up, and the final column is the final score of the frameworks; with
all columns seen in Figure 12.

All descriptions are contained in Appendix D, including Descriptions about the reason-
ing’s behind column “Ease of Implementation. (1 Difficult to 5 Easy)” , cells in the table and
the reasoning’s behind some of the choices, values for the column titled “No. of Publica-
tions Associated” with a description on the method used, the cell which meets the column
“Number of Recorded uses in Industry or Tests” and the row “Human Resilient Behaviour",
the column “Number of Recorded uses in Industry or Tests” with a description about the
“NIS Directive” and the “NIST” rows , an explanations on the scoring and calculations.

The scores achieved in Analysis 2 can be graphically represented, seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Scoring graph of second analysis

3.3 Study 3 - Application of Wave Analogy Model to Shipping Opera-
tions

Note: This subsection is reflected as a book chapter in the process of publication at the time of issuing
of this report.

The nature of cyber risks is distinctively different in several dimensions from other risks
in shipping and transport. Some of these dimensions are indicated in Figure 14 [Sepúlveda Estay, 2017a].
This study explores these differences and describes the results of a research process to cat-
egorize published literature about cyber-risks in supply chain and shipping, by using the
Wave Analogy of Resilience as explained in Appendix A. By using the Wave Analogy, this
study describes a way of organizing this categorization, and describes how it can be used
to understand both how a shipping system failure results in a cyber-attack, and how this
cyber-attack will increasingly affect areas in the shipping system, from operational to strate-
gic, until the attack is stopped.

The applicability of this framework for shipping operations can be explored by using
it to identify the elements present pre- and post-event, in the case of a cyber-attack to a
shipping company such as the NotPetya attack, which affected the shipping company AP
Moller-Maersk (Maersk) in 2017 [Van Niekerk, 2018]. This attack, despite having the initial
appearance of being a Ransomware, resulted to be a Wiper [Furnell and Emm, 2017], where
no data recovery was possible, even if the required Bitcoin payment was carried out.

The Wave Analogy framework themes, as applied to the facts of the NotPetya attack,
result in the following analysis, supported by journalistic data [Greenberg, 2018].

1. Compliance: Norms and regulations in the shipping industry include Global norms
like ISO 27000 [Disterer, 2013], NIST SP-800-53 [Bodeau and Graubart, 2013], industry-
related norms like the Danish Cyber and Information Security Strategy for the Mar-
itime Sector [Danish-Maritime, 2019], the BIMCO Guidelines on cyber security on
board ships [BIMCO, 2018], the IMO Guidelines on maritime cyber risk management
[IMO, 2017b], as well as any internal guidelines of the company.

2. Situational Awareness: NotPetya made use of a then recently discovered Windows
vulnerability (known as EternalBlue) which allowed to extract passwords when com-
bined with another tool known as Mimikatz. Earlier in 2017, EternalBlue was known
to the public after a breach of NSA files, and some time later Windows released a patch
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Figure 14: Dimensions where traditional and cyber-risks differ for shipping operations

to EternalBlue’s vulnerability. Although it has been reported that issues such as net-
work segmentation - which contributed to the company-wide outreach of NotPetya -
had been internally pointed out before [Greenberg, 2018], it seems reasonable to think
that the risk of a cataclysmic cyber-event spanning their entire IT infrastructure was
underestimated by Maersk, considered as either not probable or even feasible in the
short-term as to prompt immediate, subsequent action. Additionally, there is no doc-
umented existence of the identification of cyber-threats to their shipping operations.

3. Governance: Maersk has had a Chief Information Security Officer since the year 2015,
and it was one of the first major shipping companies to do so, based on its digitalization
strategy. Maersk has therefore a hierarchy for the decision-making process of its IT in-
frastructure, located in England and overseeing the digital needs of the almost 80.000
employees at the company. Therefore, even though Maersk had resources to manage
this governance structure, an incorrect situational awareness did not seem to trigger
enough actions to prevent and mitigate the risk of a global IT meltdown.

4. Pre-Event Knowledge Management: The vulnerability-exploiting application Eter-
nalBlue and Mimikatz were known, but the first one was relatively recent, and a com-
bined use of both was not widely observed before. Because of this, there was no initial
knowledge on how to prevent or deal with this specific threat until it was reverse-
engineered some time afterwards.

5. Cyber-Security: it might have been possible to prevent or reduce the impact of Not-
Petya from a more technical perspective, had Maersk had in place elements such as
more thorough software patching policies, up-to-date operating systems and network
segmentation [Greenberg, 2018]. Nonetheless, the lack of awareness regarding this
specific threat made it arguably more difficult to be prepared against it. For exam-
ple, Maersk reportedly managed around 150 domain controllers (servers that work as
maps of the network at Maersk, and which store and communicate the rules regarding
which users can access what systems) before NotPetya, which were supposed to act
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as a backup for each other. Nonetheless, this did not seem to foresee the scenario in
which all of them were taken down simultaneously [Greenberg, 2018]. There was no
evidence found of any cyber-security or response to cyber-attack training at Maersk
before the events. Additionally, as it was later found in the attack analysis, the two
vulnerability-exploiting applications integrated by NotPetya were recent, but known:
EternalBlue and Mimikatz.

6. Agility: It took two hours to disconnect Maersk’s systems from the network. The re-
covery team at Maidenhead using clean equipment, searched for backup images of
servers and domain controllers. The only unaltered (not been affected by NotPetya)
copy image of this domain controller was found in a server in Ghana, due to a for-
tuitous power outage. This fortunate discovery was regarded as a key piece in the
relatively quick reconstruction of Maersk IT infrastructure.

7. Ability to Adapt: Before the reconstruction brought the IT infrastructure back online,
orders were reportedly being taken through improvised channels like Whatsapp, and
kept track via written notes or spreadsheets instead of the previous systems used.
However, without IT systems many employees were left without any means to carry
out their jobs, as there was no "analogical" alternative to carry out their tasks. More-
over, many ships could not continue operations as there was no readily available way
to manage the cargo. Therefore, this cyber-event severely impacted and disrupted
Maersk’s operations.

8. Recovery Management: While the NotPetya attack left Maersk’s IT systems unavail-
able for business, there did not seem to be backup plans for alternate processes to
maintain business activities without these IT systems. In order to deal with this new
situation, the Group Infrastructure Services building in Maidenhead, UK, was trans-
formed into an emergency center with a very clear purpose: rebuilding Maersk’s
global network as a result of the actions of the NotPetya attack.

9. Market Position and Financial Strength: Customers and public image were affected
by this attack. Maersk estimates the costs brought by NotPetya to be valued over
US$300 million. Nonetheless, their ability to survive this event can be at least partly
explained thanks to their sheer size. Maersk made in 2017 a net profit of US$517 mil-
lion, and their activity accounts for over 17% of the world share in container trans-
portation, making it the biggest sea freight provider in the world.

10. Post-Event Knowledge Management: The mechanics of the attack became clear, as it
was found that NotPetya used two system vulnerabilities, both known at the time of
the attack. Maersk CEO indicated that cyber-security is viewed by the company, and
after the NotPetya attack, as a competitive advantage. IT makeover is still underway.
For example, Some servers in the company are still running the unsupported operative
system Windows 2000. Incentives are not all aligned either. For example, IT makeover
has not been carried out completely as it has not been aligned to IT executive’s pay.

11. Social Capital: Customers and public image was affected by this attack. Some con-
tainers became lost in the system for over 3 months due to the attack and subsequent
recovery process. The online Maersk reservation and status monitoring system for
customers was out for several days, and the ports recovered an acceptable level of op-
eration after more than a week from the attack. Maersk reportedly tried to reinforce
customer relationships by covering at least part of the additional costs carried by their
disrupted business [Greenberg, 2018]. However, not all stakeholders were treated
equally as collateral damage from Maersk’s disrupted operations spanned broadly.
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3.4 Study 4 - Application of STPA Analysis to a CyberShip System

Note: This work in this subsection has been reflected as a journal paper in the process of publication
at the time of issuing of this report.

This study explores the vulnerabilities that can be exploited, beyond component failure,
by understanding the interaction between the components in a ship, through the use of the
system theoretic process analysis (STPA) method, which considers both physical and cyber
components.

From this analysis, two main advantages of STPA are highlighted. First, STPA uncov-
ers more hazardous situations at the design level. Second, STPA analysis results in design
recommendations to secure shipping system against cyber attacks, and independent of the
source of the attacks, by focusing on the system structure.

The case

In June 2017, A.P. Moller-Maersk was the subject of an attack by a malware known as
non-Petya that left its IT systems inoperable for several weeks. Beyond the immediate ef-
fects that this attack had on Maersk’s bottom line, and which sources calculate as over
US$300 million, this attack was another clear evidence that cyber attacks that can go be-
yond the loss or corruption of data to result in operational disruptions, are also a reality
in the shipping industry. Authors indicate that attacks like these result in two important
trends. First, remote cyber-attacks on industrial control systems have the potential for phys-
ical damage and second, the number of cyber security laws and regulations continue to
increase as a result of attacks growing more severe [Tonn et al., 2019].

The non-Petya attacks is by no means an isolated event. Many other less visible attacks
are happening to shipping operations every day, in a trend that is showing no signs of slow-
ing down. Companies in the shipping industry, formerly inclined to invest mainly in cyber
security, have increasing evidence that failing to avert a cyber-attack is more and more likely.
Cyber-resilience, the capacity to react to cyber-attacks, becomes thus desirable, through for
example, designing a system with the ability to cope with a cyber-attack already under way
through DCRA resilience, namely Detection, Contention, Recovery and Adaptability.

A CyberShip is the system composed of the physical ship, human operators, all its con-
stituent sub-systems and components, their capabilities for computation and interaction
with the environment, and the interactions between these components and systems. By
gathering information about present ship configurations a CyberShip model was proposed,
consisting of components categorized as either critical or non-critical. A Cyber-ship model
was proposed during this project and its most updated form is presented in Appendix E.

The method of analysis is the Systems Theoretic Process Approach (STPA) based on the
Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP) framework. This is explained in
section 8.2.1 in Appendix A.

The Cybership model in our study is represented by a hierarchical control structure as
shown in Figure 15. This representation is consistent with literature [Hyra, 2019] [Sahay et al., 2019a].
Such a model includes cyber-physical systems that are important for the safe operation of
the ship.

• Bridge Devices: These sense the surrounding environment and provide this infor-
mation to the ship controller for centralized process control and decision making.
Bridge devices can be connected to shore-side networks for software updates, or be
updated through removable media such as USB. Radar, Automatic Identification Sys-
tem (AIS), Electronic Chart Display System (ECDIS), Global Maritime Distress System
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Figure 15: Basic CyberShip Framework

(GMDSS), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), and Echo Sounding are exam-
ples of bridge devices on the ship.

• Integrated Bridge Controller (IBC): It supervises the operation of bridge devices [BIMCO, 2017]
by receiving data from sensors in these devices and providing a centralized interface to
the crew on-board to access the data and to make decisions. The IBC also issues control
commands to the engine controller, such as start/stop of the propulsion control sys-
tem, rerouting the ship, and increase/decrease water level in the ballast, depending
on the information from the bridge devices.

• Engine Controller: It controls all the system related to power generation and propul-
sion [aut, 2015b]. It gathers data related to speed, rudder angle, and propeller, and it
monitors the engine load, fuel consumption, and water level in the ballast compart-
ment. Depending on the information from the integrated bridge controller, the engine
controller commands and controls the to propulsion control system to increase or de-
crease the speed of the ship. Furthermore, it also sends the command to increase or
decrease the level of water in the ballast compartment depending on the information
from the bridge system.

• Ballast Water Control: It supervises the operation of the the ballast tank system in the
ship used for draft and balance control. Ballast tanks are compartments within a ship
that hold water, and which is used to provide stability, by adjusting the ship balance.
If the water in the ballast tanks is pumped out temporarily, this reduces the draft of the
vessel. Depending on the model of the ship, the ballast water control is independent
of the engine system.

• Propulsion Control: It controls the propeller, rudder and steering of the ship. Propul-
sion control acts on the inputs from the engine control and provides the information
to the engine controller such as speed of the ship, fuel level, engine load, etc.

• Cargo Management System: Computer systems used for the management and control
of cargo may interface with a variety of other systems ashore [BIMCO, 2017]. These
systems may include shipment tracking details available to shippers via the Internet.
Interfaces of this kind make cargo management systems and data in cargo vulnerable
to cyber attacks.

• Human factors also have to be considered in a cyber-ship model, as only in highly
automated shipping systems there is no expected interaction between human opera-
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tors and the shipping system. Examples of human factors that can have a disruptive
effect through cyber-attacks include events such as unauthorized system entry (soft-
ware level) or rewiring (hardware level).

A high level control diagram is represented in Figure 16. In the first step, we identify
unacceptable losses/accidents (A) and hazards (H) that can lead to these accidents, followed
by the identification the inadequate/unsafe control actions (UCA) designed in the system
that can lead to these H and A [Leveson, 2011]. Table 9 the identified A and H, and some
UCA are listed in Table 10,referring to the control actions (CA) start pump from Engine
Controller (EC) to the ballast pump.

Figure 16: High-level Structure of the ballast control

Table 9: Undesirable Accidents (A) and Hazards(H)

A1 Shipment late or non arriving H1 Uncontrolled maneuvering of the ship
A2 Loss/harm to life of passengers/crew H2 Unidentified cargo items/wrong cargo data
A3 Wrong or non delivery to customers H3 Incorrect functioning of ship components
A4 Damage to the ship H4 Uncontrolled transmission of data
A5 Damage to the cargo H5 Uncontrolled data being transmitted
A6 Reputational loss

For instance, start pump action leads to increase or decrease of the level of water in
the ballast tank. Increase or decrease of the water to a wrong level in the ballast tank can
imbalance the ship (H1), which can damage the ship (A4). This may be caused by the EC
having received wrong parameters from the Integrated Bridge Controller which can cause
EC to initiate start pump action with the wrong parameters. The Start pump action can
cause hazards in different conditions. For instance, if the ship is sailing through a shallow
or deep water, then it may require to increase or decrease the level of water in the ballast
tank to balance the ship depending on the scenario.

However, if the Engine Controller is compromised by an external adversary or is not
functioning properly because of the component failure then it can damage the ship. This
example highlights a main advantage of this methodology that the individual components
are working well but the vulnerability lies in the interaction between different components.

The analysis of unsafe control actions is used to suggest design requirements and con-
straints. These suggestions result from the conditions where the control actions become
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unsafe. For example the following constraint should be specified: the start pump action
must not be provided if the water level information is not received from Integrated Bridge
Controller. This responds directly to UCA1.4. The specific implementation of this con-
straint is not specified, as it can be achieved in different ways.In the same way, a requirement
(a risk boundary) should be set to avoid the increase or decrease of water level in the ballast
tank to a dangerous level. This boundary will provide protection against commands issued
from a compromised Integrated Bridge Controller to Engine Controller with wrong
water level information, or avoid damage caused in case the start pump action is applied
for too long or too short time.Table 11 contains system constraints and requirements that
can be proposed for scenarios derived from this analysis.

3.5 Study 5 - Compare the STPA frameworks with other industrial frame-
works

This part of the work presents the partial results of an empirical study to determine the
fitness of the use of STPA method for cyber risk evaluation with respect to other following
risk analysis frameworks. Specifically STPA is evaluated against the CORAS method.

By detailing the STPA’s fitness to other standards, this paper highlights the critical fac-
tors for the use of STPA for industrial compliance, details the opportunities for STPA de-
velopment, and provides evidence for the potential of more extensive use of STPA in the
evaluation of cyber-risks in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS).

The CORAS method is a modelling language and procedure for the discovery of risks
and threats [Den Braber et al., 2007] through the use of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). The use of UML aids in the description of the evaluation target at an appropriate
level of abstraction, facilitates communication and interaction between stakeholders, and
serves as an explicit method for documenting assumptions and the analysis of result for
subsequent improvement or maintenance [den Braber et al., 2003].

The CORAS method has been successfully used in the risk analysis of web applications
[Dimitrakos et al., 2002], social networks[Larionovs et al., 2015], tele-medicine services [Stamatiou et al., 2003],
Internet of things-IoT [Jensen, 2018], in the analysis of the risk and threats of systems over
time [Lund et al., 2011], and in the risk assessment of SCADA systems [Cherdantseva et al., 2016].

The analysis is performed on part of the CyberShip Model presented in Appendix B. The
method comparisons are indicated in Table 12, Table 13.
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Table 12: Comparison of method phases

Phase STPA CORAS

Preparation System objective: identify the goal for
which the system is designed and system
boundaries

Preparation for the Analysis: clarify the tar-
get of the analysis

Definitions Define Unacceptable Losses: list the out-
comes which have to be avoided

Customer Presentation of Target: Customer
presents the system to be analyzed and
the purpose of this analysis.

Identify System Structure: list the controls,
process models, processes and operators
and their connections, including hierar-
chy

Refine the Target: description of the sys-
tem using asset diagrams

Identifications Identify Hazards: list system state or con-
ditions that with environmental worst-
case scenario, lead to an unacceptable
loss

Approval of Target Description: agreement
about scales for likelihood and conse-
quences, and risk evaluation criteria.

Identify requirements and constraints: list
the controls by presence (passive) and
the controls by action (active) through
detection, measurement, diagnosis or re-
sponse

Risk identification: workshop with experts
to identify unwanted incidents, threats,
vulnerabilities and threat scenarios, and
reflect them in a threat diagram.

Estimation Describe Unsafe Control Actions (UCA): list
conditions when each control action or
their lack creates a hazard. List hazards
through degradation over time

Risk estimation: quantify likelihoods
through a structured brainstorming ses-
sion and reflecting this in a threat dia-
grams

Evaluation Evaluate Unsafe Control Actions: list causal
scenarios and additional constraints from
the UCA analysis

Risk evaluation: determine acceptable
risks from those that should be further
evaluated in direct and indirect assets

Treatment Additional requirements: list the additional
design requirements to implement the
additional constraints

Risk treatment: identify and analyze treat-
ments for unacceptable risks

Table 13: Comparison of methods characteristics

Characteristic STPA CORAS

Applicability It can be used at any stage of the system
lifecycle [Leveson, 2011]

Not identified

Level of
expertise
required

Knowledge about the system compo-
nents, and connections

Knowledge about structure component,
connections and external threats

Table 14: Comparison of tools for each method and phase

Phase STPA Tools CORAS Tools

Preparation No specific tool No specific tool

Definition Hierarchical Control Diagram Asset Diagrams

Identification Hierarchical Control Diagram Threat Diagrams

Estimation Unsafe Control Action Matrix Brainstorming & Threat Diagrams

Evaluation Unsafe Control Action Matrix Risk Diagrams

Treatment No specific tool Treatment Diagrams
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4 Discussion

The papers in the sample evidence both the increasing interest that cyber resilience frame-
works is receiving in academic research, and the variety of approaches that are being pro-
posed to understand how a CRF can be designed and implemented. The approach variety
is reflected at least in the the number of different attacks that are addressed in the CRFs
proposed, and in the methodologies that are used.

Out of the 136 journals included in the paper sample, 20% of the journals only contain 92
articles (44,2% of the total). This high dispersion in the publication density is an indication
that there is as yet no clear focus for the research of CRF. This can also be understood from
the number of different areas (25) where this research is taking place.

The categories proposed by the wave Analogy model as presented in Figure 19 facilitate
a relevant structure for the description, from the papers in the synthesis sample, of the
current state of CRF research. According to Figure 9 the category with most synthesis
sample publications is Pre-event knowledge Management, which considers the risk analysis of
vulnerabilities and their economic, legal and operational implications. The categories that
follow it in number of synthesis sample papers addressing the Security of Cyber-Physical
systems, the Visibility of cyber-Physical systems and their Adaptability once the events have
occurred.

This category analysis also shows that most of the research have been focused in oper-
ational aspects of cyber resilience, with only a few articles in the synthesis sample about
the more strategic Governance or Social Capital. The relative difference in numbers between
CRF papers about Strategy with respect to Operations is a reflection of the preferred ap-
proach for containment of disruptions from cyber-attacks by using a CRF, this is mainly in
the operational plane rather than an approach of design for avoidance or for the response
to disruptions.

Multiple operational disruptions originating from cyber-attacks are strong evidence that
response and recovery from a cyber-disruption is not the last resource when prevention has
failed, but in many cases is a strategy in itself, particularly when dealing with systems that
are so complex that it is infeasible to analyze and prevent every way in which the system
can fail.

The collaboration between countries in the development of CRFs was also found to be
a relevant difference between the papers in the synthesis sample. A majority of the re-
searcher countries in the sample, 61,7%, have chosen to collaborate in the development of
CRFs, as can be seen in Table 3. Only 17% of the researcher countries carried out exclu-
sively non-collaborative papers, while in contrast 31% of the researcher countries delivered
exclusively collaborative research. It is the understanding of this team that a de-centralized
problem such as cyber-attacks with operational disruption not only needs a global approach
to respond to the effects of these attacks, but also will benefit from multiple points of view
in order to propose effective and innovative CRFs.

In regard to the opportunities for collaboration, this paper provides both an introduc-
tory overview of the CRFs as proposed in literature and a categorization of these CRFs, as
enablers for collaboration. The industry areas are presented in Table 6 , Table 7 presents
the attacks that are addressed in current CRFs, and Table 8 lists the methods used and the
research institutions using these methods.

The analysis shown in this paper makes evident that in future a deeper look is possible,
for an analysis of CRFs in specific methodological areas, industrial applications or related
to specific attack types, for example.

The network analysis that has been explored in this paper is a way of representing the
relationships between countries and their collaborations in Figure 7 or countries represent
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Figure 17: Average Scores for First Analysis

quantitatively the current state of the relationships found in the synthesis sample. As
shown in Table 4, a network analysis found 12 relevant communities, with an Average Clus-
tering Coefficient of 0,497, meaning that on average nodes are connected to 49% of all the
nodes in the network. This average connectivity is driven by highly connected nodes (coun-
tries) like USA and China, which compensate for isolated nodes such as South Africa or
North Ireland, for example. This contrast between highly connected nodes and nodes with
a low connection can be seen in the Graph Density measure with a value of 0,117, meaning
that only 11,7% of all possible connections are present in the network.

The work presented in this paper has followed a rigorous, structured approach to the
gathering and analysis of information to advance the knowledge about CRFs. However, in
future other sources of knowledge should be used, particularly when considering a rapidly
developing area such as cyber-resilience. In the process of gathering the sample that has
been analyzed and presented in this paper, our team found numerous reports by private
institutions about the proposal of CRFs. These data sources have not been included in this
review, as they are not peer reviewed. However, these are important references to the in-
dustrial application of CRFs. It is not clear how these reports eventually become scientific,
published, peer-reviewed work. Due to the rapid development of the topic of cyber re-
silience, future scientific work should both address the proposal of methods to use infor-
mation contained in industrial reports, to counter act the existing relatively slow publishing
cycles.

As identified in Analysis 1 and illustrated in Figure 17, the results that some frameworks
and standards can proactively protect infrastructures and systems better than reactive pro-
tection are seen. This is only seen for the NIST and NIS Directive standards, as the remain-
ing frameworks appear to react to cyber events more effectively than prepare and try to
stop them. This, is seen evidenced in the AWaRE framework, which is reactive; however, it
is poor on its proactive defence.

For the remaining three frameworks, they are well balanced between reactive and proac-
tive techniques for cyber resilience. Combining the proactive and reactive averages, dis-
plays the greatest frameworks and standards; this being displayed in Figure 4.2. Whilst all
frameworks and standards could be considered the best, the joint best frameworks from this
analysis are the human behavioural resilience strategy and the wave analogy framework.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 place emphasis on the differences between proactive and reactive
techniques. The ones which can deal with both will be the most useful of the models.

Only one stands out as being unsuitable for a balanced resilience system; that being
AWaRE. As it does not appear to place enough emphasis on preventative measures, it will
be susceptible to a cyber event; but, with a greater focus on reactive resilience, it has the
capacity to positively recover.
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Figure 18: Scoring graph of second analysis

The second Analysis described the characteristics of each identified framework and stan-
dard used in this part of the study. A final score was assigned to each framework, and the
results from this can be seen in Figure 13.

To begin with, AWaRE and the Wave Analogy have scored the joint lowest of 10 each.
This is primarily due to them being new frameworks with little to no publications, no in-
dustry uses, and neither have had much of an opportunity for development or to prove
themselves.

BFT++ scores a bit better, but has similar problems, as it is new on the cyber security
scene. Its score of 12.5 is gained due to it being tested and ease of implementation. The next
highest scoring framework or standard is the NIS Directive and NIST, with scores of 15 and
16 respectively.

With a lot of information available about them, being well developed over time, and
having a ease of implementation; they gain good scores. The highest-ranking framework is
the Human Resilient Behaviour with a respectable score of 22. Although, being the newest
of the whole selection of frameworks and evidencing little development in terms of actual
cyber resilience, the link between quality and resilience is central for its success here. It
has a good amount of publications linked to it, and has a comprehensive implementation
strategy. The analysis has shown which frameworks have been comprehensively developed
and tested. Analysis 2 verifies and gives trust to all organisations thinking of implementing
the framework into their system.

The Wave Analogy scores well in comparison to the identified frameworks and standard
in the first analysis. It has the joint highest score average and is consistently high in mostly
all categories, as shown in Figure 11.

Its other factors, such as social capital, governance, and velocity, make the Wave Analogy
Model a very effective framework in which organisations, governments, and institutions
can build cyber resilience into its structure. This, in the end, may mean greater profits,
higher rates of efficiency, and general growth of the industry.

The Wave Analogy does not score well in the second analysis, primarily due to its lack
of development and having only been created two years prior to this study being written.

The positives, however, are that it displays a well-rounded approach to cyber resilience
compared to its counterparts in this study, it follows the trend of being a strategic frame-
work. When compared to a operational framework its ability to fit in in the field is high.
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Furthermore, it is well described and clearly defined, making its use by organisations and
implementation easier.

Unfortunately, the Wave Analogy’s weaknesses are its lack of recognition in the indus-
try and scientific community, due to its recent appearance and being underdeveloped and
untested. This analysis identifies the areas for improvement for all the frameworks being
compared here, especially the Wave Analogy, with its need for greater name recognition
being its greatest barrier to becoming a practical, effective, and distinguished cyber resilient
tool.

Strengths of the Wave Analogy Model

• Detailed understanding of a Cyber Event: The Impact-Wave Analogy gives the user
of the framework a detailed understanding of the before, during, and after stages of a
cyber event, and the actions to be considered to mitigate the negative consequences of
it.

• Use of Non-Technical Strategies in its Framework: Different organisations will have
differing levels of technological capabilities and understandings. The Impact-Wave
Analogy has given all users the ability to understand what they need to consider to
maximise the effectiveness of their cyber defence. For example, considering compli-
ance standards or developing a pre-event knowledge management plan which may
not have been considered.

• Flexibility: As seen in the results of the first analysis (which can be found in subsec-
tion 3.2), the Wave Analogy consistently scores highly for implementation of the tools.
This is useful for a variety of organisations offering differing needs and requirements
meaning a flexible framework is needed such as the Impact-Wave Analogy.

• Accounting of During a Cyber Event: Shown in the second analysis (which can be
found in subsection3.2), the Wave Analogy is one of the few frameworks which takes
the ”during” section of a cyber event into account as being part of the strategy for
defence. Organisations which take this type re-activeness as a priority will be able to
deal with such incidents, and not have to wait for them to end, and then deal with the
aftermath.

Weaknesses of the Wave Analogy Model

• Lack of Technical Detail: Although there is potential for its implementation for low
technological organisation, the Wave Analogy does not make clear which of its stages
are technical and which are not. This could be achieved by clarifying what types of
resources should be allocated to each stage. For example stating the legal department
is responsible for the compliance and governance stages, or pre and post knowledge
management to specialised departments or contractors; could make implementation
of this framework a lot easier. On the other hand, the ambiguity of the directions of
use widen the applicability for some industries, which is similar to the NIST SP 800
and NIS Directive Standards.

• Underdeveloped: Clearly displayed in the results of the second analysis (in subsec-
tion 3.2) the Wave Analogy suffers from a lack of development and implementation in
organisations, a requirement for further validation.
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In general, the ripple effect of the NotPetya attack to Maersk can be clearly drawn out
from the perspective of this framework, where it can be observed how the elements pre-
ceding the cyber-event were not adequately aligned to face the incoming threat, while an
intensive use of resources was necessary to absorb the impact of that event on Maersk.
Moreover, this analysis presents the following advantages:

• The data about a cyber-attack is organized into the different themes, providing a struc-
ture.

• This framework structure organizes the knowledge about a company and the attack
into aspects that range from tactical to strategic.

• By following the framework from the point of attack towards the outer mitigation
levels, it is possible to understand the progression of an attack. For example, market
position was fundamental to their survival because of ineffective "ability to adapt" in
the short term, and to support the extensive Recovery Management measures for this
scenario.

• By identifying measures in each level, a record of best and worst practices can be
created.

The increased vulnerabilities due to the multiple control systems present in modern Cy-
berShips challenge security and continuity of operations in new ways. Traditional methods
for risk analysis present relevant shortcomings when applied to complex systems and when
considering risks that do not involve the failure of components, features own to CyberShip
systems. The application of the Systems Theoretic Process Analysis method (STPA) helps
address these points.

By focusing the risk analysis on the CyberShip design structure rather than on the threat,
a number of different threats, both known and unknown, are addressed through the design-
by-requirement process that results from the STPA analysis.

By considering different levels of aggregation, STPA is used to analyse a complex Cy-
berShip system for risk and response, all the way from restrictions and requirements that
are system-wide, drilling down to requirements that are control-system-specific, whenever
necessary.

Finally, by analyzing the CyberShip system structure to determine risk and response
instead of focusing on the threats, STPA both delivers results without the need for historical
information to identify risks and requirements, and detects risks that result from faulty
design beyond the need of component failure.

5 Potential Future Work

The structured literature review of cyber resilience frameworks published in peer-reviewed
journals presents a number of limitations.

First, the publication process in peer-reviewed journals results in a time lag between the
CRFs included in this work and the ones actually available in extant scientific literature.
Future work to address this is therefore regular updates to this analysis.

Second, the use of peer-reviewed journals excludes a number of sources of information,
particularly papers and reports about CRFs that have been published either in moderated
or non-peer reviewed journals (e.g., ArXiv [Ginsparg, 2011]) or that have been published as
reports by research institutions (e.g., MITRE Corporation [Taub, 1993], RAND Corporation
[Fisher and Walker, 1994]), despite their reputation. Related future work is therefore the
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inclusion of these works alongside a discussion about the validity of including research that
has not been peer-evaluated before publication. Additionally, future related work could
thus consider innovative dimensions for validation of non-peer reviewed publications, such
as measures of reputation of the entity that produced them, or the number of citations of
such publications.

Third, the search process considered specific keywords. This selection can be broadened.
For example, future related work could include the identification of the main terms used in
the publication of CRFs, for the refinement of paper sample selection.

Finally, this work has not been concerned with defining what a CRF should contain,
but rather with the description and content analysis of the CRFs that have been proposed.
Through the analysis developed in this paper, common themes are highlighted to promote
collaboration. Future work lies in the analysis of the requirements that a CRF should fulfill
and the evaluations of existing CRFs with respect to such requirements.

6 Conclusion

The SLR and subsequent analysis to identify existing research on cyber-resilience frame-
works for cyber attacks identified the main research areas, the application areas, the attack
types which are addressed by the CRFs, and the main methodologies used by these CRFs to
understand different threat types.

This part of the work will assist cyber security community to know the Universities,
organizations, countries and people working on designing and developing cyber resilience
frameworks, particularly i their application to CyberShips. Furthermore, it will help the
cyber security community to collaborate and and work towards addressing the existing
challenges faced by cyber resilience frameworks.

The conclusion of the Wave Analogy comparison CRFs suggests the strengths and weak-
nesses of the Wave Analogy and recommendations for the use of the reviewed frameworks.
The findings indicate that the Impact-Wave Analogy suffers from a lack of testing and im-
plementation to prove its capabilities. That was its primary weakness compared to the
other frameworks. However, it was adaptable, clear, and accounted for all stages of cy-
ber resilience. Overall, the Wave Analogy is a very good cyber resilience model, but until
it can be tested in some capacity, it will lack being a completely capable cyber resilience
framework.
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8 Appendix A - The prevention of cyber-attacks in the Cy-
bership Model (WP3)

Note: This Section is based on the report for WP3 and WP4 of the project CyberShip [Sahay and Sepúlveda Estay, 2018b]
The first section of the WP3 and WP4 report is related to Work Package #3, and it has to do with

the prevention of cyber-attacks for the case of a CyberShip. This section of the report is divided
into three parts, representing three levels in which prevention of cyber-risks has been studied in this
research.

A first level is strategic-managerial. This is an analysis of the current frameworks found in lit-
erature for the management of cyber-risks in supply operations and the derivation of a proposed
encompassing framework for cyber attack prevention based on the consequences of such an attack.
This framework is presented by using an analogy of a seismic or flood wave.

A second level of analysis is tactical, through the analysis of different risk evaluation frameworks
and their applicability to the analysis of a CyberShip system. For this analysis, four different risk
evaluation frameworks are presented.

The third level of analysis is operational. In this level of analysis, the detection phase of the
Software-Defined Network (SDN) framework as a way to actively monitor the traffic of information
to detect suspicious or fraudulent traffic. This research thus presents a real-time tool to reduce the
likelihood of cyber-attacks.

8.1 Strategic Managerial - Prevention framework
8.1.1 Introduction

Cyber risk management is a relatively novel field with only few frameworks available that have
been specifically adapted and/or validated for the management of this kind of risks in CyberShip
operations.

This part of the report contributes to closing this gap by proposing a framework derived from ex-
isting literature on cyber-risks. Initially, a structured literature review reveals the approaches used to
manage the risks associated to the use of information and communication technologies (ICT). These
approaches are categorized and a framework is proposed to give a structure to this categorization.

We followed the structured literature review (SLR) as proposed by Durach et al. [Durach et al., 2017a],
details of which can be found in the appendix of this report.

As a result of this SLR analysis, recurrent themes are identified during the literature review pro-
cess. These themes are knowledge areas under which the paper contents can be clustered. This
process of theme identification and categorization results in a list of twelve knowledge areas in the
field of supply chain cyber risk management according to the times these were found in the papers
that were analyzed. Each of these categories is listed with a brief description to the concepts it con-
tains, and with some reference examples of the papers that refer to these concepts. For a full list of
the papers, please refer to the Appendix.

1. Compliance: In the context of supply chain cyber risk management, risk compliance is under-
stood as the identifying of the legislation affecting this area and the standards that must be
met, and meeting these regulations and standards [4].

2. Situational Awareness: It involves the identification of potential cyber threats, vulnerabilities
and risks associated to the supply chain, as well as the ability to assess the probability and
impacts of occurrence of potential cyber risk events.

3. Governance: IT governance defines who, where and how decisions affecting IT are made [7].
Moreover, it can be used to provide adequate authority to cyber security to affect decisions in
other managerial areas which have an impact on or are impacted by cyber risks.

4. Pre-Event Knowledge Management: it is understood as making the best use of the knowledge
available to achieve organizational objectives. Supply chain resilience can be improved by
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cultivating knowledge management in a situation previous to a risk-event, due to bringing a
better general understanding of the supply chain and the human resources [6]. In this regard,
the practices recommended are related to education and training with respect to cyber risks,
and the creation of a resilience/risk management culture.

5. Cyber-Security: it refers to the protection of the assets and systems (physical or digital) in-
volved with the storing and processing of information in digital format. Once the risks have
been identified and assessed, then countermeasures must be put in place. Proactive measures
and techniques used to prevent previously identified cyber risks, before the risk event takes
place. In general, information security measures tend to focus on the protection of the confi-
dentiality, integrity and availability of information [8].

6. Visibility: refers to generating knowledge and awareness on the current status of supply chain
operating assets and the environment [6],[9]. It involves being able to detect risk events on the
supply chain (i.e. affecting supply chain partners) which also have the potential of impacting
the focal company. Finding issues as soon in the lifecycle as possible provide for time and
better availability of resources to deal with them.

7. Velocity: supply chain velocity is defined as "distance over time" [10], referring to how rapidly
the supply chain reacts to disruptive events.

8. Ability to Adapt: The ability to adapt can be understood as being able to manage critical re-
sources and operations in the supply chain and adjust them in response to challenges and op-
portunities [6],[9]. This ability is also covered in the supply chain resilience literature through
two elements: flexibility and redundancy [6]. In this case, flexibility refers to flexibly use of
processes, supply and/or demand management. Redundancy, on the other hand, builds on
maintaining excess capacity as a mechanism to adapt to disruptive events [6].

9. Recovery Management: it involves the identification of critical vulnerabilities and risks that
the firm should prepare for, the development of contingency plans for recovery and mission
assurance after a risk event, planning for the availability of resources needed for the execution
of post-disruption plans, and the effective and efficient execution of those plans when needed
[6].

10. Market Position and Financial Strength: In the context of supply chain resilience, market
position refers to the status of an organization and/or its products in specific markets, while
financial strength reflects its capacity to absorb variations in cash flow [9]. Both concepts are
instrumental in increasing a firm’s chance of recovering from supply chain disruptions [6].
This way, market share, product differentiation and customer loyalty are some sub-factors
understood to form part of the market position, while financial reserves, liquidity, portfolio
diversification and insurance are elements under the broader concept of financial strength [9].

11. Post-Event Knowledge Management: Post-event knowledge management focuses on enhanc-
ing the ability of the supply chain to learn from past events, through elements like post-event
feedback, improvement through education and training, and gathering of cost/benefit knowl-
edge [6], which can be used for updating contingency plans and innovating by improving
or changing resilience mechanisms [11]. Some elements proposed for pre-event knowledge
management are also useful in post-event knowledge management, like education and train-
ing about information security, and the embeddedness of key learnings in the organizational
security culture.

12. Social Capital: Social capital involves the network of relationships formed with suppliers,
which can also be seen as a valuable asset, and an enduring source of advantage. Social capital
contains "the information, trust and norms of reciprocity inhering within social networks" and
is linked to the resilient concepts of absorbing shock and adapting to change [12], as well as a
strengthened ability among the supply chain partners to learn from each other [6].
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8.1.2 A structure for the effects of cyber-attacks

A dynamic approach is followed to classify the themes described in the previous section. A dynamic
approach as one that considers time as the main variable of study. In the case of a cyber-attack, the
occurrence of a hypothetical event related to a cyber-attack is taken as the point of reference in time,
and themes found in literature are clustered and presented as belonging to a moment in time that can
be 1) before, 2) during or 3) after (post) the realization of this hypothetical event. A representation of
this perspective can be seen in figure 19.

Figure 19: A dynamic representation of a cyber-attack

In published literature, other authors have used similar approaches, especially in the area of
supply chain resilience. For example, Herrera & Janczewski [11] and Ali et al. [6] present frameworks
where the different themes belong to one of the three stages in a disruption event: pre-disruption,
during-disruption and post-disruption. Additionally, their positions differ in relation to how far
they are from the moment in time in which a risk event occurs, and whether they take place before
or after a risk event.

This proposed dynamic approach positions all the identified themes in a sort of timeline, posi-
tion related to how each element interacts in time, both 1) with the prevention of, response to, and
recovery from cyber risk events, as well as with their 2) short, medium or long-term effects. As a
result, the main elements from section III are represented on a timeline as shown in figure 20.

Figure 20: Main themes on the timeline framework

The order of the elements shown in the timeline is derived from literature, as it has been argued
that Compliance can be regarded as the precedent for the management of cyber risks, where the risks
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and security standards to conform to exert influence into the risk assessment process [4], which forms
part of Situational Awareness. Good situation awareness in the context of supply chain resilience leads
to the understanding of the vulnerabilities of the supply chain and the planning for risk events,
allowing for the elaboration of early warning strategies or continuity planning and the identification
of supporting elements needed for them, like information sharing, coordination, and the availability
of knowledge [6]. Therefore, it is understood that situation awareness is also needed early in the
process of Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management (SCCRM).

Governance, on the other hand, feeds on the outcomes from Compliance and Situation awareness [4],
defining how IT-related decisions should be made across the organization and the supply chain to
manage cyber risks. Subsequently, the previous elements define what knowledge should be created
and nurtured among the members of the organization and the supply chain when it comes to man-
aging cyber risks, which is achieved through proper Knowledge Management prior to the realization
of the risk event [6].

Cyber Security mechanisms must be in place to prevent the exploitation of vulnerabilities from
adversaries and to protect the goals of the supply chain from incoming threats [13]. However, if the
security in place is not enough to stop the cyber-threat, then enough supply chain Visibility is needed
to ensure that a cyber-attack is discovered before it has caused significant damage [9].

If the cyber event is spotted, then Velocity mechanisms are needed to allow for a fast response [10].
In the chaos of a disruption, the Ability to Adapt is instrumental to allow continuity of operations,
through for example a flexible redistribution of resources through different processes and the use of
previously redundant capacity [6].

The existence of Recovery Management programs helps in prioritizing the resources and coordi-
nated actions needed throughout the supply chain to recover from a cyber-disruption, by providing
valid contingency plans and ensuring the availability of resources needed to return the enterprise to
the normal state [14]. If it turns out that there are no contingencies available, or these are inadequate,
then the company will rely solely on absorbing the damage through its Market Position and Financial
Strength [9].

As operations recovers from the disruption, it is important to use the very valuable lessons
gained through the experience to update and improve the practices across the different SCCRM
mechanisms previously described, through proper Post-Event Knowledge Management [6].

Finally, the Social Capital that is formed in turbulent times is also a valuable asset, that can enhance
collaborative attitudes across different levels in the supply chain, towards a better management of
the common risks faced and the exploitation of new opportunities [12].

This sense of distance in time allows for alternate approaches to the problem of managing cyber
risks in the supply chain, through the introduction of concepts like strategic and tactical elements, as
depicted in figure 21.

Strategic elements, understood as those elements that look at the problem from a more long-term
point of view, and tactical mechanisms as those that approach it from a shorter time span, then this
division allows to identify mechanisms that are more relevant in either the short (tactical) or the long
(strategical) term, before and/or after the realization of a risk event, and how they can complement
each other in a supply chain cyber-risk management plan.

8.1.3 Impact-Wave analogy for cyber risk effects

The themes found in literature and their places in the timeline as proposed by the framework in the
previous section, can be better understood through the use of an analogy, which considers the ripple
or wave created by an impact against a surface (e.g. like ripples on the water, or the seismic waves
after an earthquake).

As part of this analogy, the timeline represents the perspective of a focal organization, which
forms part of a supply chain. The point of reference is the "point of impact" in which a cyber-event
"hits" the organization, as in figure 22.

From an analysis using this framework, for a risk to successfully impact the organization, it must
cut across a number of defensive mechanisms on the left side, located either far in time (strategic
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Figure 21: Strategic and Tactical view of the timeline framework

Figure 22: Point of impact for the timeline framework

mechanisms) or close (tactic/operational mechanisms). These can also be understood as lines of
defense.

When the lines of defense are not able to stop a cyber-event, an impact takes place. This im-
pact then creates a "shock wave", or a "ripple", that can expand in time as shown in figure 23. The
magnitude of those waves and their reach will depend on a number of factors.

On the left side of the framework, there are the elements that can reduce the strength of (or
even stop) the impact (i.e., in this analogy the speed at which the cyber-bullet impacts the system),
which will directly affect the magnitude of the shock wave on impact. However, the function of the
elements placed on the right side of the framework is to mitigate the "disastrous" effects of those
waves by absorbing them.

For the sake of this analogy, it can be understood that these waves are able to reach as far as the
next absorption mechanism in place is able to absorb a shock wave of equal or bigger magnitude. If
a wave is stronger than what a certain mechanism can absorb, then its effects will continue to spread
and the next mechanism in time will have to actuate, until the shock wave is stopped.

As an example of the time line use, consider the the left side of the time line from the time of
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Figure 23: Defenses and ripple effects of a cyber-attack with the time line framework

the risk event. It could be the case that the regulatory requirements (Compliance) are not enough
to adequately address a certain cyber-threat. If this threat is not made aware of as part of the risk
identification and assessment process, then different governing processes and structures may not be
in place to correctly address them, and the knowledge management (KM) needed to treat it will not
be there either.

It could also happen that this cyber-attacker, making use of an inherent vulnerability in the sys-
tem, is able to avoid the cyber security in place. Then, if the Visibility mechanisms are not designed to
detect the actions of a cyber-attack whose possibility had not been identified before, the organization
might have been hit by a cyber-event without (maybe) being able to notice it.

For example, if a cyber-breach occurs and the Visibility and Velocity mechanisms in place are
not able to detect and react to the attack fast enough, then Adaptive mechanisms could also be not
enough to contain and stop it from spreading and/or allowing the attackers to access the IT systems
of the organization. If such a breach escalates, then the organization starts relying on the existence
of contingency plans to recover from the disruption, together with facing a test on its financial and
market strength. If an organization is not able to stop this "wave", then the "disaster" could become
comparable to that of a "cyber-tsunami", in which the continuity of the company’s mission is at stake.

Even though the effects of a cyber-tsunami (figure 24) are not the same as an actual tsunami, since
an organization’s physical assets might still be there for some more time, their business model could
have been affected critically, due to financial un-sustainability as a consequence of, for example,
loss of competitive advantage (e.g., from IP theft), reputation loss, increased costs or the technical
impossibility of continuing critical operations within a reasonable time frame.

In such a condition, the only things left for the organization might be Social Capital such as the
personal and collective knowledge contained in the organization or the value of the network of
personal relations formed within the value chain, and learning from past experiences (Post-Event
KM), which could be used to innovate and build a new start for the organization after the risk event.

8.2 Tactical - Risk analysis frameworks
All risk analysis methods to some extent relate to a more generic process of identifying, quantifying
and reducing risk and traditional approaches have followed the “analytic reduction” method of
separating a problem into smaller sub-units, understanding the behaviour of each unit separately
and then integrating this understanding into an understanding of the whole.

Traditional notions of risk consider it to be the probability of failure of a system, as derived from
two characteristics of the system, the probability of occurrence of a specific mode of failure that leads
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Figure 24: Cyber-tsunami wave analogy with the timeline framework

to an unwanted event, and the consequence or severity of the failure mode materializing. These
ways in which the mode of failure can materialize have been identified normally through methods
such as fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, the HAZard and OPerability analysis (HAZOP), and
the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). These methods link a cause with an undesirable
effect, but “are unable to include aspects such as design errors, such as software flaws, component interaction
accidents, cognitively complex human decision-making errors, and social, organizational and management
factors contributing to an unwanted event” [Leveson, 2011]. In order to address this gap, this work
considers the following risk analysis frameworks:

• Systems Theoretic Process Analysis

• Attack fault tree

• Attack defense tree, and

• Priced-timed automata

8.2.1 STPA - Systems theoretic process analysis

The STPA is a risk analysis methodology for safety and security, based on systems theory rather than
traditional analytic reduction and reliability theories.It conceptualizes losses as a result of the inad-
equate interaction between components in the system due to a lack of adequate safety constraints.
Consequently, safe and secure operation is seen as an emergent property resulting from the interac-
tions between system components and the environment [Leveson, 2011].

STPA is a model based on systems theory rather than traditional analytic reduction and reliability
theory. A safe operation is seen as an emergent property resulting from the interactions between the
system components and with the environment. The problem of avoiding “accidents” (i.e., unplanned
loss events) thus becomes a dynamic control problem of limiting the ways in which the system can
behave. Figure 25 is a representation of a generic controlled process.

This representation includes a controlled process that converts inputs to outputs, sensors that
convert the state of the system into a signal that is understood by a controller, which then triggers
some type of actuator to influence the controlled process. In this way a circular loop of control is
formed, which allows for continuous monitoring and adjustment of a process.

Representing cyber risks through a control system is not trivial, since from this perspective cyber-
attacks are not events that happen from external sources, but rather events which systems such as
CyberShip are “mis-designed” to experience. In this context, risky cyber-events are an unintended
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Figure 25: Basic control system

consequence that results from incomplete requirements at the time of system design. A systemic
analysis seeks to identify this “unrequested” design that creates cyber-vulnerability, and determine
design changes through which a cyber-vulnerable behavior is less likely to occur or no longer possi-
ble.

Extensive literature has been published about the description of the STPA methodology. The sys-
tems theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP) method with its hazard analysis version STPA
(Systems Theoretic Process Analysis) [Leveson, 2004] has been identified as the most cited model
for systemic risk analysis [Yousefi et al., 2018]. Extensive literature has been published about the de-
scription of the STAMP methodology framework for risk analysis [Estefan et al., 2007], [Leveson, 2011],
[Dallat et al., 2017], [Altabbakh et al., 2014], with examples of application in different industries, such
as medical [Antoine, 2013], environmental [Hardy and Guarnieri, 2011], robotics [Mitka, ], power
production [Karami et al., 2015], software development [Wang et al., 2004], and defense [Chiesi, 2016].

The use of systemic methods to understand risk in maritime systems has also been advanced by
different groups of researchers. For example, STPA has been used to derive verification objectives
and hazardous scenarios in maritime systems [Rokseth et al., 2018], to identify causal scenarios and
factors that drive maritime incidents and accidents [Puisa et al., 2018] and it has been advanced in
the conceptual design autonomous vessels [Banda et al., 2019].

In connection to cyber risks, STPA has been used to identify the conditions of risk for the case
of remotely-controlled merchant vessels [Wróbel et al., 2018], work that has focused mainly on the
overall shipping operation, considering the vessel, the shore facilities, the environment and the orga-
nizational environment, all in an aggregated level. However, recent research that describes the mul-
tiple control systems on board standard commercial ships [Hyra, 2019], reflects a need for greater
detail in the systemic analysis of risks, a suggestion that is developed in this work.

The systems theoretic process analysis (STPA) application is outlined in figure 26.
The proposed analysis is an adaptation of the analysis proposed by Leveson [Leveson, 2011], and

can be separated into five main steps:

1. System identification and description. System goals have to be described, and the boundaries
of the system have to be explicitly defined, members of the system (controllers), the informa-
tion flows that occur between these controllers, accumulation of information that may happen
along the process, and the existing control loops in the present state of the system.

2. Boundary identifications in three domains: Unacceptable losses and accidents, hazards, and
control actions. The unacceptable losses or accidents (A) should reflect undesirable or un-
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Figure 26: Systems theoretic process analysis sequence

planned events which derive in the loss of a system mission, defined in the previous step, and
should include any relevant dimension such loss or damage of property, loss of human life or
environmental pollution, for example. In the case of a buyer-seller system, unacceptable losses
could include late or wrong deliveries, for example. The hazards (H) are all those states of the
systems or sets of conditions that combined with a worst case scenario can end up causing one
of the defined A.

3. Unsafe control action (UCA) identification (all those CAs that lead to a H as identified in Step
2, through the use of a structured scenario analysis, and in the form of a descriptive phrase.
Leveson [Leveson, 2011] and her team identified four main ways in which a CA can lead to H.

(a) CA is performed and this leads to H,

(b) CA is not performed, and this leads to H,

(c) CA is performed to early or too late,

(d) CA is performed too long for too short a time, and this creates H.

4. Identify the UCAs from Step 3 that can be enabled by cyber-attacks.

5. Translate the contexts into requirements

Figure 27 shows the representation of a CyberShip STPA analysis.
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Table 10: Unsafe Control Actions for Start Pump Action from Engine Controller (EC) to
Ballast Tank Pump

Control
Ac-
tion

Performed Not per-
formed

Timing Execution
length

CA1:
Start
Pump

UCA1.1: when EC
has provided wrong
parameter (Veloc-
ity, Level) to Pump.
UCA1.2: when EC
receives the wrong
parameters from IBC
UCA1.3: when Bal-
last tank Pump is not
functioning. UCA1.4:
when Due to network
failure control action is
not received by Ballast
tank. UCA1.5: when
EC is compromised be-
cause of human in the
loop. UCA1.6: when
EC is compromised
because of component
failure. UCA1.7: when
EC is compromised
because of external
hacker UCA1.8: when
it was not required.

UCA1.9:
when
EC is
compro-
mised
because
of hu-
man in
the loop.
UCA1.10:
when
EC is
compro-
mised
because
of com-
ponent
failure.
UCA1.11:
when
EC is
compro-
mised
because
of ex-
ternal
hacker.
UCA1.12:
when
EC did
not re-
ceive
com-
mand
from
IBC.

UCA1.13:
when
requirement
was for
a shorter
period
and the
pump
acted for
too long.
UCA1.14:
when
requirement
was for
a longer
period
and the
pump
acted
for too
short.

UCA1.15:
when
there are
commu-
nication
channel
con-
gestion.
UCA1.16:
when
there is
a feed-
back
delay
between
Actu-
ator to
Ballast
tank.
UCA1.17:
when
EC ac-
tion was
per-
formed
too early
or too
late.
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Table 11: Requirement and constraint examples

Constraints
C1 start pump action must not be provided if the

water level information is not received from
Integrated Bridge Controller

C2 Parameters communicated for action needed be-
fore execution

C3 User interface limited to required actions
C4 Action requirement confirmation must be defined

and included
C5 A receipt confirmation must be sent of required

actions
Requirements
R1 A risk boundary should be set to avoid the increase

or decrease of water level in the ballast tank to a
dangerous level.

R2 A risk boundary should be set to define and confirm
channel integrity.
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Figure 27: STPA representation of a CyberShip system
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9 Appendix B - The reaction to cyber-attacks in the Cyber-
Ship Model (WP4)

Note: This Section is based on the report for WP3 and WP4 of the project CyberShip [Sahay and Sepúlveda Estay, 2018b].
In this section, we propose our CyberShip framework to mitigate the attacks in an automated

way in the ship communication network. The major components are shown in Fig. 28, while the
details are given next:

9.1 Components of the Framework

Figure 28: CyberShip Framework

In this section, we describe the components of our framework. It consists of five different cyber
physical components as follows:

1. Sensors and Actuators: Sensors and actuators are attached to the different physical compo-
nents of the ship related to the bridge, engine and propulsion control devices. These sensors
forward the data related to these physical devices to Integrated Bridge Controller and the Au-
tonomous Engine Monitoring Controller for analysis.

2. SDN Controller: It is a software platform deployed in external entity able to provide the
network abstractions needed to manage the network [8]. It provides centralized intelligence
and global visibility to manage the network. Southbound API in the SDN controller enables
us to deploy the rules in the switches through a centralized location based on the need when
it arises.
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3. Detection Engine: It examines the network traffic to identify suspicious and malicious activi-
ties. Network operators can deploy mechanisms to classify the suspicious and malicious flows
according to their requirements [Mahimkar et al., 2007]. Upon detection of the suspicious or
malicious traffic, it reports a security alert to the mitigation engine.

4. Mitigation Engine: It is responsible to take appropriate countermeasures to mitigate the at-
tacks in the framework. It contains a repository consisting of security and network policies
defined in high-level language to mitigate the attacks. Depending on the security alert, coun-
termeasure policy is instantiated to mitigate the suspicious or malicious traffic. Furthermore,
it maintains a list of network paths to reach the different middleboxes (firewalls, IDS, etc.) or
to reroute the traffic through different path.

5. Autonomous Engine Monitoring Controller (AEMC): It manages the propulsion control,
main engine, propeller devices of the ship [aut, 2015b]. Depending on the scenario, it issues
the control command to start or stop the propulsion system, increase or decrease the speed of
the ship, reroute the ship through different routes. Moreover, it periodically analyses the data
received from the sensors of the propulsion, propeller and other components of the engine to
check the status of the devices, i.e. whether they are working properly or not.

6. Integrated Bridge Controller (IBC): It supervises the functioning of the different bridge com-
ponents of the ship such as a GNSS, ECDIS, radar, and AIS [BIMCO, 2017]. It receives the data
from the sensors of these devices and provide a centralized interface to the crew on-board
to access the data. Moreover, it also issues control commands to the AEMC to start/stop the
propulsion control system, reroute the ship to different routes depending on the information
from the bridge devices. In case, it detects the fault or failure on the bridge devices, it notifies
the Mitigation engine to divert the network traffic through another route to start the auxiliary
bridge devices.
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10 Appendix C - Structured literature review (SLR)
A systematic literature review is a special type of literature review that uses an explicit method and
comprehensive strategy that has been defined before the review takes place.

10.1 Advantages of a SLR
The relevance of a systematic approach to literature reviews is reflected in the structure and social
significance of its final results, with implications for explicitness, transparency, comprehensiveness,
trustworthiness, relevance, and synthesis of the results.

First, a systematic approach makes an explicit description of the protocols used before the actual
data collection starts. This helps to reflect and reduce hidden bias in the data collection process.
The philosophical position of the research determines if and to what extent the researcher is a sub-
jective or objective part throughout the research process. Greater bias is expected for a subjective
researcher position, and less so if the researcher position is more objective. Yet, regardless of the
level of accepted bias in the research process, an explicit description of the process creates greater
transparency and improves reproducibility and comparability.

Second, through the use of explicit protocols, a systematic approach creates transparency about
how the analysis is carried out and how the conclusions are generated. This reduces the misrepre-
sentation of the available knowledge collected for the review, promotes critique that is more focused,
and results in more efficient improvement of any future SLR process.

Third, a systematic approach attempts to gather as much of the available research as possible by
reducing the excessive influence of studies that are simply easier to find through the use of inclu-
sion criteria. Inclusion criteria describe the way in which to assess how much each study addresses
the research question. A systematic review does not need to be exhaustive as some reviews only
attempt to gather representative examples of evidence to answer the research question. These types
of reviews benefit nonetheless from being explicit in their criteria.

Fourth, a systematic approach to a literature review indicates to the reader how much the con-
clusions reached by the review can be trusted, i.e., its validity. Science is not only the advancement
of the contents of the available body of knowledge but also the process of its diffusion and accep-
tance by relevant communities (Resttvo, 1988). This makes trust on the results reached by systematic
reviews a fundamental part of the research process objectives.

Fifth, as a way of increasing the acceptance of the findings, a systematic approach should include
information from relevant communities of interest to the research question.

Finally, a systematic approach presents a synthesis of the results in the form of a structured narra-
tive, summary tables and some type of meta-analysis such as statistical indicators. This analysis then
drives recommendations intended to connect the findings from the information that was gathered
and the conclusions derived by the researcher.

10.2 Methodology for the SLR
Durach et al. [Durach et al., 2017a] propose a structured literature review (SLR) for the field of sup-
ply chain management composed of six steps:

1. defining of the research question,

2. determining of the required characteristics of primary studies,

3. retrieving baseline sample,

4. selecting the pertinent literature from the sample,

5. synthesizing the literature, and

6. reporting and using the results.
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The methodology followed for this part of the research is a structured literature review pro-
cess (SLR) as per the guidelines outlined by Durach et al [Durach et al., 2017b]. Durach builds on
both the frameworks by Murlow [Mulrow, 1987] for the medical field and its adaption by Tranfield
[Tranfield et al., 2003] to management, resulting in a method that is appropriate for research across
different fields where there might be divergence about what is found important.

The resulting SLR is a comprehensive, explicit, and reproducible method for the selection and
analysis of scientific publications, providing evidence the identification of published CRFs in order
to answer the research questions.

The PRISMA) structure was followed (the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses [Moher et al., 2009]). This considers an initial set of articles, the baseline sample
identified by using keywords in search engines specialized in scientific publications. This sample
is completed by first using exclusion and inclusion criteria, creating the intermediate sample and
then by using backward searches to add articles not identified through the original searches to nar-
row down the final sample that is used for analysis, known as the synthesis sample. The synthesis
sample is then analyzed first through a descriptive analysis, and finally through a thematic analysis
directed towards answering the research questions.

Search criteria were applied to specific publication databases in September 2019, resulting in 704
published articles in the baseline sample, 605 articles after the Exclusion Criteria and 208 articles
in the synthesis sample after the Inclusion Criteria and the review of the references in the interme-
diate sample.

The descriptive analysis consists of statistics about the synthesis sample, through the use of
relational databases to describe the data. This was implemented in Microsoft Excel Power Pivot
[Becker and Gould, 2019]. This analysis includes publication dates, origins, publication venues, char-
acteristics such as citations, number of papers published, levels and types of collaboration, collab-
oration clusters, and the relationship between collaboration, origin, and publication and citation
density.

The thematic analysis is based on statistics of qualitative analyses of the synthesis sample. These
qualitative analyses include the categorization of articles according to the disruption time where
the CRF is applied, the decision level where the CRFs are applied, the type of attacks considered,
the methods used and the industry areas where the CRFs are applied, and the research institutions
where the research is generated. This was implemented through the use of relational databases in
Microsoft Excel Power Pivot and the qualitative data analysis package for the R statistical software
[Chandra and Shang, 2017].

In order to maximize the coverage of the synthesis sample, the bibliography of the results in
the articles that comply with both the exclusion and inclusion criteria (intermediate sample of 186
articles) were reviewed to identify relevant work that had not been included. This intermediate
sample plus additional relevant articles from the bibliography, constitute the synthesis sample (208
articles).
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11 Appendix D - Comparison Analysis tools and grading
Note: This subsection is based on the work performed by James Osborne, Master level student at the Technical
University of Denmark [Osborn, 2020].

11.1 Tables and Keys

Table 15: Scale for for comparison Analysis

Score Score Valuation

1 The Analogy/ Framework has no potential to incorporate the
Cyber Security Tool into its System. This score is given if there
is very little link or logical reasoning connecting the tool and
the framework.

2 The Analogy/ Framework has little to some potential to in-
corporate the Cyber Security Tool into its System. If it can be
argued, this score is given if the tool can be implemented into
the framework under certain circumstances.

3 The Analogy/ Framework has the potential to incorporate the
Cyber Security Tool into its System. The Score is attained if the
framework can be significantly linked to the tool with logical
reasoning.

4 The Analogy/ Framework can fully incorporate the Cyber Se-
curity Tool into its System. The score is given if the reasoning
behind it is sound, and there is significant evidence to back up
the claims.

5 The Analogy/ Framework has been created with the Cyber
Security Tool being able to be integrated into its System. In
the related literature, it can be reasonably argued that the tool
and the framework has an indisputable link.

Table 16: Scale for for comparison Analysis

Tool Description

Segmentation, Isolation,
Containment

This tool involves the separation of data and resources, isolat-
ing them in protected databases, and containing them utilis-
ing sensors. This means, the separated information cannot be
accessed all at once, and is secure from breaches, as all parts
need to be accessed to gain it.

Diversity and Randomness Adding confusing or surprising architecture within your sys-
tem may break down a cyber event by exposing its presence
or foiling the event all together. Having a variety of these in
your system can reduce your risk of a breach.

Moving Target and Degree
of Distribution

Like segmentation, the idea of this tool is to distribute the in-
formation within the system; but then also to move it around
constantly and randomly to avoid being corrupted. It then
requires a sophisticated cyber event, capable of getting to all
packets of data, spread randomly throughout the system.

Non-persistence Allowing access to data or a certain critical system for certain
times, even for those within the organisation, means that dur-
ing times of inactivity, the system is inaccessible as it is not
connected to the mainframe.

Data and System Integrity,
and Availability

Should a system be compromised, some tools and strategies
to rectify the situation may cause an escalation of the prob-
lem. This tool aims to improve the integrity of the system and
adding components which check the system is working as it
is meant too.

Dynamic reconfiguration This tool utilises adaptability to reconfigure the system archi-
tecture to complement the cyber event it just underwent. So,
the tool changes the system, based on what has just happened
to the system. For the tool to be very effective, it must have
optimal situational awareness.

Continued on next page
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Table16 – continued from previous page

Tool Description

Deception Deception is used if the system is breached; then what hap-
pens is the data and resources needing protecting are moved,
split and changed to make understanding and obtaining them
very difficult.

Dynamic Reconstitution If found to be breached, a way to flush out the attacker is
to strategically reconstruct the system, through methods like
shutting down segments of the system.

Dynamic Composition If your system is broken, the dynamic composition tool
utilised different capabilities and methods to replace the
weakened system. These new capabilities would be different
to the ones they replace, as it is evident the ones in use have
some flaws.

Alternative Operations If it is known a certain function is weakened or at risk, us-
ing different systems which give the same services, but have a
different architecture which may not be as much at risk could
be optimal. It is similar to Dynamic Composition, but in this
case, Alternative Operations uses simpler tool transference,
like going from email to text for communication within an or-
ganisation.

Table 17: First Analysis Explanation Key

Key Description

P Proactive

SEG Segmentation, Isolation, Containment

DIV Diversity and Randomness

MTD Moving Target and Distributedness

NPR Non-persistence

DSA Data and System Intergrity and Availability

R Reactive

DRF Dynamic Reconfiguration

DEC Deception

DRT Dynamic Reconstitution

DCP Dynamic Decomposition

ALO Alternative Operations

HRB Human Resilience Behaviour

BFT BFT++

AWR AWaRE

NIS NIS Directive

NIST NIST SP 800 Series

WVA Wave Analogy

11.2 Detail of First Analysis
The frameworks were given scores based on their capacity to take on the cyber resilience strategies
described before. The score attained was linked to the detail of the description of the frameworks
in the their respective publications; but, as some had more detail than others, and some did not
mention the strategy at all, then the score was based on opinion and critical thinking. Next are the
reasoning’s behind most of the scores displayed.

• P1 SEG HRB – It should be easy for organisations to access documents and information as and
when required. This ensures that employees are motivated to use the security tool enabling
their ability to perform roles effectively, offering an opportunity to participate actively in cyber
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security measures. The score of 4 is given as employees can be trained to keep data separated,
in isolated systems and mainframes.

• P2 DIV HRB – The score of 3 is given as the employees would have the ability to use different
software’s and tools within their job to give cyber events a greater challenge at effecting each
of them. This can be as simple as using different browsers or differing finance tools.

• P3 MTD HRB – The score of 3 is given as the employees would be able to be trained to keep
information in differing locations; but to ensure randomness is impossible with human input.
Therefore, if preset before with a random generator, then the employees should be effective
at applying the tool; however, as it requires outside non-human behavioural techniques, it is
given the score of 3.

• P4 NPR HRB – Organisations work for determined amounts of time and therefore are only
given limited access and opportunity to participate in cyber security measures. Utilising a
non-persistent technique ensures systems can be protected by effectively cutting them off. This
gains it a score of 5.

• P5 DSA HRB – Integrity and availability, along with confidentiality, are the cornerstones of
data and system resilience. Although they cannot be integrated into human behaviour, em-
ployees can be utilised to aid in the data and system security by activating safeguards them-
selves. For example, for availability, having certain access points for a system, and having peo-
ple nearby to watch and see if the users are trusted employees, could be a safeguard against a
breach. Therefore, the score of 2 is given as the three factors have little to do with the behaviour
of employees, and more to do with system design and access.

• R1 DRF HRB – Training and experience are the greatest factor at achieving high dynamic re-
configuration. As it is based around situational awareness and the ability to react to situations
effectively, the score of 3 is given due to human error and reaction time; but humans have
the capacity for creative thinking and adapting to unforeseen circumstances better than most
plans and systems.

• R2 DEC HRB – Deception is difficult to program into HRB. This is due to it needing to be
actively undertaken to confuse adversaries and would need to be implemented through ex-
ternal programs. As deception is a reactive technique, if a breach in the system is detected,
then LOB’s can have processes and sequences to follow to hide their data and create deception
points; however, it also needs experience, training and qualification to be able to effectively
implement. As a result, a score of 2 is given.

• R3 DRT HRB – Having procedures in place to rebuild in the case of a cyber event is crucial,
and is in the foundation of HRB, as the ability to react effectively is important to minimise the
loss of data and information is the main aim of resilience. That is why the score of 5 is given.

• R4 DCP HRB – Similar to previous reactive techniques applications in HRB, DCP can be best
implemented in procedures set up before a cyber event. What HRB can do is have procedures
which state in certain outcomes to move to using secondary machines or third-party functions
to reduce the future breach potential, as if something has already happened a weakness has
been exposed and measures need to be taken. Therefore, a 4 is given as HRB is well suited to
DCP but could be better if automated.

• R5 ALO HRB – Simple to implement into HRB. ALO would be a list of conditional actions
employees take as a reaction to certain cyber event circumstances. This means the score of
4 is given as this would be most effective if done automatically. As the end users and those
effected are the employees, it may be worth taking that into account as the other frameworks
will not account for human error.
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• P1 SEG BFT – Byzantine Fault Tolerance ++ has some capability for segmentation, isolation
and containment; but, in its framework, it does not give any assurance around safety or per-
formance; therefore, its capacity for data separation is limited. This, as a result, gives it a score
of 2.

• P2 DIV BFT – BFT++ creates replicas and safeguards of its information it protects; and in these,
it diversifies the data using artificial software. This means it gets the score of 4 as it has a high
ability to implement the tool.

• P3 MTD BFT – With its plethora of replicas and backups holding different data at different
times, it then can use moving targets and distributedness in its framework. This then gives it
a score of 4.

• P4 NPR BFT – BFT++ cannot implement this tool very effectively as in its principal, it is con-
tinuously reactive and needs to be able to persist should the system go down. This means it
can never be non-persistent as it goes against its nature. This gives it a score of 1.

• P5 DSA BFT – With its use of replicas and redundancies, BFT++ has a strong capability to use
integrity and availability tools within a system. This gives it a score of 4.

• R1 DRF BFT – BFT++ is a good reactive framework. Its capacity for situational awareness is
high, as it can create redundancies, showing its understanding of the dangers that are present
in the system and what risks may be linked. This gives it a score of 4.

• R2 DEC BFT – A score of 2 is given for deception, as BFT++ shows minimal capacity for this
tool. It is stated that it has a FastCrash technique to increase cyber brittleness, to alert organisa-
tions of a breach early on in the cyber event. This does not allow the use of deception, although
some element of hiding the data would be beneficial.

• R3 DRT BFT – BFT++ is incapable of adapting; however, it is capable at reacting to cyber
events. This means, its ability for dynamic reconstitution is limited. This gives it a score of 3.

• R4 DCP BFT – Emphasising its use of artificial software diversity, BFT++ can implement dy-
namic composition to give the system new capabilities and functions. This gives it a score of
4.

• R5 ALO BFT – Unless set in the reactive procedure, BFT++ would not have the ability to ef-
fectively implement ALO without minor adjustments to its priorities. This gives it a score of
2.

• P1 SEG AWR – Through its management and messaging and storage levels, AWR has the
capacity for segmentation and containment of data and information. This gives it a score of 3.

• P2 DIV AWR – AWR has little to no resource to utilise DIV. It may have the potential for
moving the data and the creation and maintenance of “honeypot” like defences. This means it
scores a 1.

• P3 MTD AWR – As with P2 DIV AWR, the framework does not have the ability to incorporate
MTD into its system. This gives it a score of 1.

• P4 NPR AWR – AWR can be configured to give access at certain times and at certain locations
but is against its main function. It gains a score of 2 because of this.

• P5 DSA AWR – The framework of AWaRE is equipped for the adaptive preventative measure
of DSA. This gives it a score of 4, as it can adapt to the circumstances given and offers more
integrity.
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• R1 DRF AWR – As AWaRE is a predominantly reactive framework, it scores a 4 in this category.
This is due to AWaRE’s characteristics, such as a leader-based problem solving. Leader-based
is useful as following a status quo during a cyber event would be a good strategy for pulling
all system agents to a common ground understanding.

• R2 DEC AWR – As well as strong management, messaging and storage in its primary system,
AWaRE also has sub-solutions which have the capacity to deceive attackers, such as distributed
communication and data storage. As this creates a high fault tolerance, this gains the score of
5.

• R3 DRT AWR – AWaRE is effective at incorporating dynamic reconstitution into its framework.
This is due to its state space solution; therefore, in the case of a breach it has the capability to
reconfigure itself into a new form to hide from attackers. This gives it a score of 4.

• R4 DCP AWR – AWaRE uses DSL semantic models to support its self-representation. This
in turn makes three sub-models which have the capacity to implement dynamic composition,
such as a problem structure model and an agent architecture model. This gives it a score of 4.

• R5 ALO AWR – Alternative Operations can be utilised well with AWaRE as its management
and adaptive capabilities allow it to transition functions whilst maintaining organisational
cohesion. This gives it a score of 5. For each of the NIS Directive use of tools, the score was
determined based on if the broad standards it makes, covers those tools. For example, the P2
DIV was given a good score of 3 as it is effective when organisations and parties communicate
with one another to provide tips and updates on weaknesses; but as the standards are not very
specific the score is lowered to a 3. This is similar with the NIST framework and standards;
but, due to them being specific in certain areas, it gains higher scores in some categories and
lower in others.

• P1 SEG WVA – The Wave Analogy use of cyber security resources means it has the capacity to
implement segmentation, isolation and containment. This gives it a score of 4.

• P2 DIV WVA – Use of good communications and learning from the past events meansthe data
changes location and can be randomised. But this is not directly linked to DIV so gets a score
of 3.

• P3 MTD WVA – Using cyber security means the wave analogy covers this tool but is not as
effective with MTD. This gives it a score of 3.

• P4 NPR WVA – Adhering to governance and visibility means the wave analogy should be
capable of limiting access to systems. As this is not a directly linked to NPR it gains the score
3.

• P5 DSA WVA – With ”Velocity” considered and applied well, the availability of data once an
attack is detected should be very low. This means a score of 4 is given as the frameworks
adaptability is high.

• R1 DRF WVA – Focusing on the wave analogy’s capability to adapt to many cyber situations
it is faced with means it has a high reconfiguration capacity. That gains it a score of 4.

• R2 DEC WVA – The frameworks flexible use of processing to recover, means it has a capacity
for deception. Although it is not directly linked, this gains it a score of 3.

• R3 DRT WVA – If applied correctly, recovery management would be suitable for reconstitution;
but directly. This means it has a score of 3.

• R4 DCP WVA – Emphasising the importance of markets, social capital and finance shows the
consideration of secondary safeguards away from normal practice (e.g. second servers and
backup systems); i.e. it is more well-rounded. As a result, the score of 5 is chosen.
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• R5 ALO WVA – The ability to adapt should encompass redirection of resources, so the alter-
native options are considered. This means it gets the score of 3 as it is not primarily capable of
achieving good ALO.

11.3 Detail of Second Analysis
1. (*) Each framework title was entered into the Web of Science search engine. As the system looks

for the terms used, individually, it meant skew results as some of the names of the frameworks
can be associated to different subjects. Therefore, other words like “cyber”, “framework”, or
“resilience” have been used to refine the results. The values in subsection 3.3.2 are the results.
Note: not all refining keywords were used, only an amount which gave an indication of the
analogy’s publication usage.

2. (**) The Human Cyber/ Behaviour Resilience used in industry and standards is applied using
MOA (Motivation, Opportunity, and Ability). These characteristics are also the three impor-
tant features companies need to promote for a happy workforce, who produce high quality
products. As a result, it could be suggested that companies which have records of high-quality
products or services could be subjected to less or no cyber incidents as their employees are
trained in the three fundamental aspects which make a good company. An assumption can
be made that the application of these features in industry is already vast; and would possibly
be tied to the industries and companies who have adopted international quality standards. It
is difficult, therefore, to determine the integration of human behaviour resilience, but should
some of the links mentioned above are true, then they are widely used in the most effective
industries. It is important to note that the training employees receive for improved quality
is different than that for behavioural resilience; but the skills and mindsets that are required
are apparent in both, substantiating the idea that there is a link between the two. This sug-
gests, the number of uses in industry is high when it comes to Human Behaviour Resilience
implementation.

3. NIS Directive is compulsory for each member state of the EU (27), and for critical systems
within the Union; therefore, must have a minimum number of uses of over 27 (27 being the
current number of member states who are obliged to use the standard). The NIST SP 800
Series is used within the Federal Government, and is the primary user, although companies
can adopt the standards. Due to the numbers of implementations not being known, but a
minimum of one user, it is given the score of ”greater than one”.

The columns are explained next:

• Human Resilient Behaviour: There is a link between the main parts of Human Resilient Be-
haviour and the traits of an employee which produces high quality products and services.
Therefore, industry standards (such as ISO 9001:2015 (Standardization n.d.)) which detail the
criteria a company or organisation must adhere to, and are the basic guides for implement-
ing effective Human Resilient Behaviour. As a result, a score of 5 is given, as over the past
few decades, this process has been improved and made into a guide which should be straight
forward for companies and organisations to implement.

• BFT++: With its testing being achieved at a Naval Research Laboratory (Mertoguno et al.
2019), BFT++ can be assumed to have some of its implementation flaws identified and rectified.
As a result, it gains a score of 4 because of its trials, but does not achieve a 5 due to its lack of
use in industry and its lack of development achieved over time and use.

• AWaRE: Having a well described and discussed publication written about it, makes AWaRE a
good tool for companies and organisations to use and apply to their systems. However, as it is
new there is a lack of testing, and little to no experience in industry only gains it a score of 3.
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• NIS Directive and NIST: Government standards are a general guide to cover all industries
and as such are vague but simple to implement. They can be used differently by different gov-
ernment departments or independent organisations. This makes adhering to them relatively
easy, so gaining certifications should be straightforward. In this case, therefore, of implementa-
tion, government standards should score high. As a result, NIST gains a score of 4, as it is well
developed over decades of addendum’s, developments, and experience in industry (industry
in this case being both governmental and non-governmental organisations). It does not gain
a score of 5 as its vagueness can then be misinterpreted and implemented incorrectly. These
reasons are similar for the NIS Directive also as it can be misinterpreted but should be easy
enough to follow. It only scores a 3 due to its lack of experience and development in industry.

• Wave Analogy: Like with AWaRE, the Wave Analogy suffers from a lack of use in industry
and in field testing. This is due to its recent procurement and creation, but despite this, it is
well developed and clear on how companies and organisations should go about setting up
their systems to protect themselves from cyber events. With this, it gains a score of 3, whilst
there is much room for validation of its implementation potential but still a good framework
to use.

Finally, the scoring criteria are the following:

• Each tick for columns 1 to 5 are worth 1 point

• Each tick for columns 6 and 7 is worth 0.5 points

• Column 8 is worth the value in each cell

• Under the assumption the values in column 9 will stay constant until 2021 (from the date the
values were recorded (27Feb2020) the average number of publications was taken (using the
formula Average = (Publications)/(2021 − Year). This gave us the averages which were then
ranked from 6 to 1, with 6 being the higher value.

• The cells in column 11 will be ranked from 1 to 6, with highest values being scored 6.
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12 Appendix E - The CyberShip Model (WP2)
The components of the CyberShip model were presented in the CyberShip Project report of Work
Package #2 [Sahay and Sepúlveda Estay, 2018a]. The Model shared in that report has been com-
pleted and updated with subsequent research conducted within the context of the CyberShip project.

Hyra [Hyra, 2019] expands this model by expanding the identification of the multiple devices
and services that operate in a ship. Many communicate with each other directly, others through
special hubs. Every single device or service used on a ship is therefore a potential danger in various
ways, even endangering people’s lives. Hyra goes on to detail that the services and systems on a
ship are divided according to the following categories:

• Cargo management systems - All devices and infrastructure used for loading, control and
management cargo. These systems are placed on the ship as well as in onshore facilities such
as at the shipper companies or at the ports.

• Bridge systems - These are placed on the vessel and include devices such as ECDIS, VDR, AIS,
ARPA, and radars. Many of these devices also are interconnected.

• Propulsion, machinery, power control systems - These systems are responsible for driving
the ship, delivering electricity and other fundamental functions for the operation of the ship.
Nowadays most of these systems are interconnected and controlled from the bridge as well.

• Access control systems - Physical security is partly covered by these systems through register-
ing personnel on board, all requests, registering maintenance actions, security alarms, captur-
ing videos from cameras etc.

• Passenger servicing and management systems - Digital systems used for property manage-
ment, registering all passengers during boarding, their access.

• Passenger facing public networks - Cable and wireless networks made for passengers access
to the internet while traveling and all other entertainment systems.

• Administrative and crew welfare systems - All computers used on board by the crew for their
daily tasks, usually with access to the inner network and often to the internet.

• Communication systems - Most important here is equipment which connects the ship with
a shore or with other ships, this might be done through different kinds of radios or satellite
communication. Within this segment are included protocols used inside and outside of the
ship between various services as well.

The weak points of communication systems have been classified ["Solarwinds MSP", 2018], with
the most common vulnerabilities in the systems being [Hyra, 2019]:

• Missing data encryption.

• Missing data authentication.

• Download of data/codes without integrity checks.

• Missing mechanism of software/firmware authentication.

• OS command injection.

• SQL injection.

• Buffer overflow.

• Missing user authorization.

• Unrestricted upload of dangerous file types.
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• Reliance on untrusted inputs in a security decision.

• Cross-site scripting and forgery.

• Use of broken algorithms.

• URL redirection to untrusted sites.

• Path traversal.

• Other software bugs.

• Weak passwords.

• Software that is already infected with the virus

• Outdated of unsupported operating systems.

• Outdated or missing antivirus.

• Outdated or unsupported maritime software or services.

• Wrong design of a network.

• Lack of protection measures in a network.

• Inadequate access control or lack of it.

• Lack of backup mechanisms.

The list cannot be considered as complete, as it depends on the technologies, software-hardware
used, and skills of the hacker to refine their methods. Every year new hacking techniques are devel-
oped and new security holes are found.

The Model according to Hyra [Hyra, 2019] is indicated next. The list of equipment presented in
this document cannot pretend to be complete, as it is possible that some systems, equipment/hard-
ware, software were omitted due to lack of data. Beyond the references placed along with the text,
other major sources of information include:

• International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)

• International Maritime Organization (IMO) ["IMO", 2019] ["IMO", 2018]

• Integrative Knowledge Platform For Transport and Logistics (SKEMA) ["SKEMA", ]

• Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO) ["BIMCO, CLIA, ICS, and others", 2018]

• Marine Insight ["MarineInsight", 2019] ["MaritimeInsight - KaranC", 2018]

• Tototheo ["Tototheo Maritime", 2019b]

• Engineers Journal [Meskell, ]

• Samid Mulla ["Samid Mulla", 2016]

• Kongsberg ["Kongsberg", 2019]

• Maritime and Coastguard Agency ["Maritime and Coastguard Agency", 2002]

• Sperry Marine ["Northrop Grumman", 2005]

• Meeting with UltraShip

• Personal or phone contact with people from maritime environment like Lukasz Pozniak (Mas-
ter Mariner).
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Figure 29: Structure of a ship ["CyberBit/Volpe/US department of transportaion", 2013].

In Figure 29 and Figure 30 various ship system components are presented. Figure 30 focuses
mainly on machinery devices which maintain general operation of the ship. Figure 29 focuses on
devices that allow control over the ship.

Based on these figures and other sources, the list of ship’s components presented by Hyra [Hyra, 2019]
is the following:

• Core infrastructure systems - these are main ships equipment and technology allowing devices
to communicate with each other.

– Cabling - in theory:

∗ Separate network for crew computers and administrative operations
∗ Separate network for ship’s sensors, machinery, navigation devices.
∗ Separate network for passengers entertainment systems.

– Security gateways

– Routers

– Wireless Access Points (Wi-Fi)

– Switches

– Firewalls

– Virtual Private Network (VPN) - method of encrypted connection to remote network.

– Intrusion Prevention/Detection Systems, logs of systems

– Backup and Restore systems

• Communication Systems - All equipment and services allowing to communicate ship with the
outside world.

– Satellite communication - Below is placed a list of services operated by private compa-
nies, providing satellite data transfer, they use different usually owned satellite constel-
lations.
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Figure 30: Structure of a ship different view[Meskell, ].

∗ Iridium
∗ Inmarsat
∗ Globalstar
∗ Thuraya
∗ MSAT
∗ VSAT

– Voice Over Internet Protocol equipment - special services allowing the crew to make call
phone over the internet. This involves inland company special infrastructure to cross-
connect internet with phone lines.

– Automatic Identification System (AIS) - It is a system which based on VHF radio au-
tomatically send and receives messages between ships, between VTS and ships. It is
made for the ship identification, exchanging whether forecast, collision avoidance, search
and recuse signals and other complementary information exchange about the position of
other ships fed to ECDIS machine, based on messages.

– Long Range Aid to Navigation (LORAN) - Device used for radio location invented before
satellite positioning era first version was accurate up to 45km. Last version LORAN-C
has accuracy around 460m.

– Enhanced Long Range Aid to Navigation (eLORAN) - Latest version of LOARN with
accuracy to 20m

– Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) - It is a marine traffic monitoring system similar to air traffic
control. The VTS responsibilities are to track and control vessel traffic around the ports
or harbors. They usually use VHF, CCTV, radar, and AIS.

– Long Range Tracking and Identification (LRIT) - It is a system which obligates vessels,
according to the SOLAS and IMO regulations, to automatically report their positions over
satellite connection to the specially prepared internet platform at least four times a day.

– Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) - This is an international set of
regulations and requirements of equipment and procedures which has to be respected.
Part of GMDSS is satellite communication, for now, Inmarsat is an official part of this
system. In the list below are these required devices/systems.
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∗ Emergency position-indicating radio beacon (EPIRB) ["Marine Knowledge", 2013]
["MarineInsight - Shilavarda Bhattacharjee", 2017] - It is a device which sends radio
beacons as the 406 MHz messages via satellite to alert in case of the event of an
emergency. Usually is mounted in emergency boats.

∗ Rescue Radar Transponders (SART) ["Marine Knowledge", 2013] ["MarineInsight - Shilavarda Bhattacharjee", 2019]
- Search and rescue locating device mounted on the ship which helps to find a ship
when is lost. The SART is waterproof and its battery can operate for over about a
hundred hours. It operates in 9 GHz radar band.

∗ Navigational Telex (NAVTEX) receiver - international automated service for delivery
various of warning to the ship like navigational or meteorological. Works in a range
of approximately 370km offshore.

∗ Very High-Frequency radio (VHF) - This device operates between 156 MHz to 174
MHz, sometimes connected to the GPS receiver for sending accurate distress signal
positions.

· Digital Selective Calling (DSC) - done over VHF in order to connect to specific
other radio units it is required to know Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI)
assigned unique 9 digit number to each radio unit. Then it is possible to send
the voice or other data.

∗ Radiotelex - As far as understood it has similar functionalities to VHF radio but it
operates on lower frequency bands HF and MF.

• Integrated Bridge systems ["MarineInsight - Shilavadra Bhattacharjee", 2017] - Devices placed
in the bridge often merged in some kind of a integrated control consoles, example products
names are: NACOS ["Wartsila", ], IMCAS, SMCS ["ASIC", ].

– Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)

∗ Global Positioning System (GPS)
∗ Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
∗ Galileo
∗ Globalnaya Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS)
∗ BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (COMPASS) (BDS)
∗ Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System(NAVIC) (IRNSS)
∗ Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS)

– Ships Movement Information Display System (SMIDS) ["Tototheo", ] - Measures speed
over the ground at the Bow and the Stern of the vessel, giving highly accurate speed (it
uses GPS/GLONASS receivers).

– General alarm system - Panel in the bridge where all alarms systems can be managed.

– Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) - It is a system which based on
various information from ship’s sensors, pre-downloaded maps, and programmed voy-
age plan displays all necessary nautical information, it is used for better ship navigation
and used by autopilot. Among many other devices, it exchanges information with AIS
so the other ships get additional information about positioning.

– Bon Voyage System (BVS) ["Tototheo Maritime", 2019a] - Seems it is a system which might
be complementary to the ECDIS, can calculate the fastest route and costs of travel based
on weather, wind, type of vessel on which is installed.

– Transmitting Heading Devices (THD) - An electrical device containing electromagnetic
compass that provides information about the true direction of a ship to the other systems
on the ship.

– Anemometer - Device used for measuring wind speed. In maritime these devices nowa-
days are connected as well to the ship’s network.
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– Sonar (or Fishfinder, Fathometer) - Device which scans the underwater area and bottom
of the sea. As a result, the sonar can determine what objects are floating in the water and
how the sea floor looks like for preventing sandbanks.

– Gyro Compass - In contrast to electromagnetic compass, this uses gyroscopic properties
to determine true north (electromagnetic north is not placed in the north/south pole, it
is moved to the side which adds more factors and calculations to consider while naviga-
tion).

– Radar equipment - In contrast to sonar, the radar scans the area above the water level. In
result, it can map all objects which are on the water or air.

∗ Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) - Part of radar equipment in form of a screen
with a keyboard, which based on radar inputs can plot scanned area, select moving
objects, automatically track them, calculate their speed and course and as result warn
if the object is on colliding course with the ship. According to the SOLAS, it can
execute automatic ship maneuvers (just connected to the autopilot).

∗ Automatic Tracking Aid (ATA) - Similar system to ARPA but has less functionality.

– Autopilot - Interface between the electronic navigation system and maneuvering system.
Essentially it tells the ship where to go.

– Speed and Distance Log Device - The device which measures and stores various parame-
ters of a voyage from a set point (starting point). Based on various inputs it calculates the
ship position. Seems it is a device complementary to the satellite positioning systems.

– Sound Reception System - For ships with a fully enclosed type of bride. It allows the
navigating officer inside the cabin to listen to the sound signals and fog horns from other
ships.

– Ship Whistle - It is just a horn usually there are two of them, one running by air, second
electronically.

– Voyage Data Recorder (VDR/S-DR) - It is an instrument which behaves like a "black
box", continuously saves all necessary information about the ship like speed, direction,
position, information about the engine, fuel level. Additionally, it has voice recording
system saving up to last 12 hours. According to the source, it can be available from the
onshore systems.

– Nautical Decision Support - it is a different name for systems like ECIDS, Radar, Sonar,
anemometer, etc.

– Fleet Management System ["Marine Insight", 2017] - Owners of the ship and manage-
ment of the ship might have additional systems which allow to keep in touch with all
ship and see properties like fuel efficient,

– Manual Ship Maneuvering

∗ Engine Order Telegraph System - Controlling the speed of the ship.
∗ Navigation Lights
∗ Wing Control Console - extra console placed on the wings of the bridge for a better

overview outside the ship (used while docking the ship in the port).
∗ Bow Thruster Control System

– Manual control over water ballast.

• Propulsion, machinery, and power control systems - These are all mechanical and electrical
devices of a ship allowing the crew to maintain their operations over an extended period of
time. Some of the systems might be accessible from the shore side like engine performance or
ESD.

– Engine Control Room Console - Console placed under the deck centralizing information
about machinery.
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– Engine Governor System - System which allows controlling the engine properties.

– Power Management System - This is the system which provides stable electrical power
for all devices on the ship.

∗ Main Switchboard - Equipment which is responsible for main power safety like
fuses, circuit breakers, over-current relays.

∗ Emergency Switchboard - Backup switchboard to the main one.
∗ Diesel Generator or Gas Turbines - Spare devices for generating electrical power if

the main engine is damaged or overloaded.

– Emergency Response System - Part of an alarm system with safety properties, probably
part of the ESD system.

– Signal Light Column - Part of the alarm system which shows the general condition of
mechanical components.

– Ruder Angle Indication - The device which shows a position of the ruder, seen from
Engine room as well as from the bridge.

– Anchor and Mooring Winch Control System - This usually is windlass which keeps the
ropes controlled offline, electronically by the crew.

– Extra stabilizers of the ship - These are devices prevents the ship from rocking/tilting
from side to side on the waves:

∗ Electronical controlled fins.
∗ Fixed fins.
∗ Big gyroscopes.
∗ Active extra ballast systems ["Crazy Hippo", 2018a] - Dynamically filling and emp-

tying big tanks with powerful pumps and physical properties with the rhythm of
ongoing waves.

– Emergency Shut Down (ESD) ["Safety4Sea", 2018b] - The system which reacts in a given
way based on defined dangerous situations. An example can be too big pressure in some
of the systems, high tanks levels, too high temperature. Due to an abnormal condition,
the system will follow a pre-programmed procedure and shut down some of the sub-
systems or even the whole ship. It can be activated manually and remotely onshore, as
understood from articles. It prevents from physical damages of machinery and might
safe life preventing in some situations unwanted explosions and leaks. As far as under-
stood, it might be integrated with other alarm systems on the ship and controlled from
one panel.

– Air Condition Plant ["Marine Insight", 2018b]- Some ships might have dedicated own air
condition systems, for cooling other systems like cargo, food, the air in the rooms of the
ship.

– Sewage Treatment Plant - These systems decompose the raw sewage which after the pro-
cess is disposed of in the sea.

– Marine Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) Treatment System ["Marine Insight - Anish", 2018b] ["Marine Insight", 2018a]
- This oil treatment system contained oil used for generating moving force for the ship
and generating electrical power. It is the lowest quality fuel comparing with IFO and
MDO described below. Usually, HFO oil is solid and need heating in order to be just
pumped over the pipes. It is the lowest quality type of oil in industrial production.

– Intermediate Fuel Oil (IFO) Treatment System ["Marquard and Bahls", 2015] - Ratio of
HFO and other distillates is smaller than MDO but general quality anyway is better then
HFO.

– Marine Diesel Oil (MDO) Treatment System ["Machinery Spaces", a] ["Machinery Spaces", b]
- Seems the higher quality than IFO and HFO. It has a very small amount of HFO inside,
most of it are blends of other oil distillates.
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– Fuel Oil System ["Wartsila Encyclopedia of Marine Technology", b] - HFO, IFO, and MDO
have own tanks and own treatment systems but when these oils are ready to be used
(heated up, cleaned, sometimes other processes are done), they are pumped to the set-
tling tanks from which this Fuel Oil System transport it to the engine.

– Waste Incinerator Plant ["Marine Insight - Anish", 2017a] - It is a piece of machinery on
board which burns solid and liquid wastes produced on the ship during normal oper-
ations. It is built for reducing overall waste from ships and reduce the costs of waste
disposal.

– Fresh Water Generator Plant ["Marine Insight - KaranC", 2017] ["Marine Insight - Chief Office Abhishek Bhanawat", 2019]
- This is system makes fresh water.

– Central Cooling Water System ["Wartsila Encyclopedia of Marine Technology", a] ["Marine Insight - Anish", 2017b]
- used for cooling main engine and consist of:

∗ High Temperature Fresh Water Cooling System
∗ Low Temperature - Fresh Water Cooling System
∗ Seawater Cooling system

– Lube Oil System ["Marine Insight - KaranC", 2016] ["Marine Insight - Anish", 2017c] - This
system is designed to efficiently spread lubrication/oil around the engine and turbocharger
if it is implemented

– Starting Air System ["Marine Insight - Shalabh Agarwal", 2017] - Specially designed sys-
tem for starting the ship’s engine. Due to the huge inertia of reciprocating masses, it
requires lots of energy to be inserted.

• Access control systems - These allow to maintain physical security of a ship as mentioned in
previous sections.

– Surveillance systems like Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Camera system, might be
available from onshore according to the sources.

– Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System (BNWAS) ["Tototheo Maritime", ]- it is a sys-
tem which monitors bridge personnel activity by means of user interaction and physical
movement in the bride. The system can detect disability of crew and turn on the alarm
for backup navigators personnel.

– Shipboard Security Alarm Systems (SSAS) - It is a silent type of ship security alarm sys-
tem when activated it sends a message over satellite usually at first to the shipowner. It
is used in case of pirate attack or any other terrorist act.

– Electronic ”personnel-on-board” systems - This equipment monitors activity done on the
ship like maintenance repairs, who and when got onto the ship and what was the reason
for this.

• Cargo management systems - All necessary equipment used for controlling cargo. It happens
that the cargo management system is available from onshore as well, it means that all proper-
ties as Hull Stress, Ship Planning can be accessible.

– Cargo Control Room (CCR) - place on the ship either own room or in the bridge where
responsible person monitors and controls the process of loading and unloading the ves-
sel. That person controls pumps and valve positions in order to balance the ship if there
are not any automatic mechanisms.

– Water Ingress Detection and Control System (Main Ballast System)

∗ Level indication system - As far as understood this system measures the total load
of the ship.

∗ Valve Control System - Valves which can be open for allowing water to fill ballast
tanks.
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∗ Main Bilge System ["Marine Insight - Mayur Agrawal", 2018]- This system helps with
pumping out an excess of water and sludge from spaces like cargo, rooms below the
main deck, engine room, other machinery spaces.

∗ Water ingress alarm system - as far as understood the system controls how much
total amount of water is inside the ship or controls what is the ship level deepness in
regards to sea level.

∗ Onboard loading computer and other computers used for an exchange of loading
information, stability control and load plan updates with the marine terminal and
stevedoring company:

· Reefer Container Monitoring System - Cargo which is transported on the ship
either containers or tanks often need an extra power supply. It is important to
plan their position in the ship in a way that it is possible to deliver electrical
power to them. Such a system might control how much power is sent over the
transportation period.

· Hull Stress Monitoring Systems (HSMS) - System which thanks to its sensors
placed around the ship can deliver information about tensile, compressive, tor-
sional, shear/bending forces on the ship’s hull in different places due to its load.

· Ship Planning System (SPS) - System which allows planning how the containers
should be spread around the cargo area in order to keep stability. Such systems
can cooperate with HSMS so it is possible to make corrections in load. Example
software used of this purposes calls IT StowMan, Capstan4, Autship Systems.

– Electronic Crane Equipment

Study

• Passenger or visitor services and management systems - Digital systems used for property
management, registering all passengers during boarding, their access.

– Property Management System (PMS) - It takes care of all things connected with bag-
gage tracking, housekeeping, accounting of the customer/passenger, currency exchange,
reservation loading and tracking, gangway management.

– Ship passenger/visitor/seafarer boarding access systems - Complement system for the
PMS allowing passengers access to certain parts of ships facilities.

• Passenger-facing networks - Cable and wireless networks made for passengers access to the
internet while traveling, all entertainment systems.

– Passenger segregated Wi-Fi or LAN internet access

– TV Entertainment System and others

• Administrative and crew welfare systems - All computers used on board by the crew for their
daily tasks, usually with access to the inner network and often to the internet.

– Internal Communication - All messages send within the ship.

– Electronic Health Records

– Financial Related Systems - For example, management of invoices for delivering trans-
port, passengers, repairs, etc.

– Infrastructure support systems:

∗ Domain Name Service (DNS) (very optional and rare)
∗ Active Directory
∗ Outlook
∗ Mark5
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∗ Dualog
∗ Servers with other services
∗ Printers
∗ Many other potential software and hardware

– Crew Wi-Fi or LAN
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13 Appendix F - List of dissemination activities within the
CyberShip project.

The following is a list of 1) the documents generated as a result of the project CyberShip that have either been
sent for publication, or that have already been published, and 2) a list of the presentations that have been made
of the project and its results.
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Sahay, R., Meng, W., Sepulveda, D. A., Jensen, C. D., & Barfod, M. B. (2019). CyberShip-IoT: A
dynamic and adaptive SDN-based security policy enforcement framework for ships. Future Gener-
ation Computer Systems.

Sepúlveda Estay, D. A., & Guerra, P. (2019). The wave analogy of resilience as applied to shipping
operations. In Risk Analysis for improved resilience

Sahay, R. (2019). CyberShip: Resilience for the shipping industry. In Risk Analysis for improved
resilience

Guerra, P. J. G., & Sepúlveda Estay, D. A. (2019). An Impact-Wave Analogy for Managing Cy-
ber Risks in Supply Chains. In 2018 IEEE International Conference on Industrial Engineering and
Engineering Management (IEEM) IEEE. DOI: 10.1109/IEEM.2018.8607563

Sahay, R., Sepulveda, D. A., Meng, W., Jensen, C. D., & Barfod, M. B. (2018). CyberShip: An
SDN-Based Autonomic Attack Mitigation Framework for Ship Systems. In International Conference
on Science of Cyber Security (pp. 191-198). Springer, Cham.

Sahay, R.,& Sepúlveda Estay, D. A. (2018). Work Package 3 & 4 Report - Cyber resilience for the
shipping industry.

Sahay, R., & Sepúlveda Estay, D. A. (2018). Work Package 2 Report - Cyber resilience for the
shipping industry.

Krull, L. (2018). Det bedste forsvar er en smidig organization. Dynamo Magazine, Nr. 54, pp.20-
21.

Lagouvardou, S. (2018). Maritime Cyber Security: concepts, problems and models (MSc. Thesis).
Technical University of Denmark DTU.

Barfod, M.B. (2017). New CyberShip project under way. Newsletter of Management Maritime
Lighthouse, Newsletter No. 1, fall 2017, pp. 2-3.

Presentations

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Status of CyberShip project and Work Package #5. Presentation for the
CyberShip Project Advisory Committee, 29 November, 2019.

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). CyberShip, an example of cyber-resilience research in shipping. Presen-
tation for the DTU Electro, 20 August, 2019.

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Cyber-resilience research in shipping. Presentation for the Danish Center
for Cyber security, 02 July, 2019.

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Cyber-resilience research in shipping. Presentation at the Management
Science Seminar series at the Technical University of Denmark, 13 June, 2019.

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Cyber-resilience research in shipping. Presentation at the Operations
Management Seminar series at the Technical University of Denmark, 10 May, 2019.

Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). CyberShip - Training of cyber-resilience in the shipping industry. Pre-
sented to Force Industries, 29 April, 2019.

Sahay, R., Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Cyber-risk analysis of ship systems using STPA. 2019 STAMP
Workshop at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 25-28 March, 2019.
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Sahay, R., Sepulveda, D.A. (2019). Collaborative Mitigation Approach for a better Response to
Disruptions. Presented at the CAMS (Cyber-Security at MIT Sloan) Workgroup in Boston, 08 Febru-
ary, 2019.

Sahay, R. (2019). CyberShip – Cyber resilience for the shipping industry. Governance for Cy-
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at the Technical University of Denmark, December 18, 2017.
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workshop at the Technical University of Denmark, December 18, 2017.
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